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20 Area Breakins
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Numerous burglaries and
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shopliftingincidents in the Holland area and in Ottawa county

have been cleared, accordingto
detectives from the Holland Po-

Members

Appointed to
City Boards

Snowfall UirQugh February in 1969 Community Ambassador
lease the new post. office here,
lice Department and Ottawa
City Council Wednesday night
A request of Meijer Co. for
Eugene Vande Vusse was apHolland this season totaled 93.85 and has chosen Denmark as the
County Sheriff’sDepartment,
according
to
Postmaster
Genaccepted a report from the
water service for fire protection
pointed
to the Human Relations
inches, according to weather
who Wednesday reported the
country she would like to visit
Planning Commission on its eral Winton M. Blount.
records compiled by Lynn P.
was discussed at length by City
arrest of a Holland man and a Commission and Henry Hekman
next summer. •
Purpose of competitivebidWheeton.
study of sites for a city governjuvenile.
Council Wednesday night and
and Russell Bouws to the PlanThis is the 18th year Holland ment complex and gave the ding, Blount said, is to encourFebruary snowfall totaled 17.2
Ottawa county sheriff’sdepuGeorge Vandenberg, 28, of 17
it
finally
was
referred
to
City
ning Commission at a remi'T
inches falling during the first has participated in the Experi- Planning Commission the go- age Uie most attractiveand ecoties are investigating a break- West 10th St. was picked up
meeting of City Council Weam*
half of the month. Snowfall ment in International Living’s ahead sign to schedule an in- nomical offer to the Govern- Manager Herb Holt for study
by Ottawa County detectives and
ment in line with President Nix- of possible alternativeswith in at the Roger Helder summer
day
night. The nominations were
Feb. 3 amounted to 6.5 inches outbound ambassador program. formal hearing.
specificallycharged by Holland
and on Feb. 13, 4.3 inches.
Miss Granberg,20, is a daughThe site recommendedis the on’s economy program, to consideration given to tax base home at 4541 Lakeshore Dr., detectives with the breakin at made by Mayor Nelson Bosnian
In January, the total snowfall ter of Dr. and Mrs. Lars Gran- block south of Civic Center bor- achieve the best possible postal and tax equity.
Park township, which occurred Overisel Lumber Company last and confirmed by Council.
Council approved a recoin,
was 40.4 inches, in December
dered by Ninth and 10th Sts. and service at the least possible
sometime since Feb. 15.
Feb. 6 in which $37u was taken
cost.
The request came through the
mendation from the Board of
35.25 inches, end a single inch
Pine and Maple Aves. It was
from an unlocked safe.
Deputies
were
notified
of
the
Under the Department’sLease Board of Public Works for an
in November.
one of six sites studied.
Authorities note at least 20 Public Works on a stipulation
Construction
program, the suc- eight-inch fire service connec- breakin and theft of some 156
Average temperaturefor FebCouncil also authorizedthe
cases
have been solved with agreement with the Water Rehousehold items after Roger
wasources Commissioncontaining
ruary was 24.2 degrees or 2 dePlanning Commission to publi- cessful bidder will construct tion to the Holland-Zeelond
Helder Jr.,
Calvin College the arrests.
grees below normal. The maxia timetable to provide facilities
ize portions of the report, ex- the building according to De- ter line to provide two hydrants
partmental specifications and and a sprinkler system to the student, discovered the incident Vandenberg is presently being capable of removing a minimum
mum was 48 on Feb. 22 and the
plaining the point system used
held
in
Ottawa
county
jail
on
late Friday night. He was in
of 80 per cent of the phosphorus
minimum 1 above zero on Feb.
in determiningdesirability.The rent it to the Post Office De- Meijer store at 91 Douglas Ave.
awaiting
town to spend the night at his —$5,000
- bond
------------- 0 examina...... partment
for
a
basic
period
of
The
Meijer
Co.
had
offered
*o
in untreated sewage and wastes
lengthy report on site study
14 and 15. Total precipitation
parents’ summer home, depu- lion slated for Friday in Holland
collected in the city's system.
was only .34 inch or 1.5 inches
was drafted by John Paul Jones ten ears, with options to renew pay $640 a year plus $80 per ties
j District Court.
the
lease
for
an
additional
(20)
hydrant
per
year
plus
an
amount
The baord indicatedthat the
below normal. Sunny but coo!
Associates of Grand Rapids,
Goods were taken from all
The juvenile,a 16-year-old
schedule is reasonable and
weather marked the last two
consultants for the Holland years. A site within one block to be agreed upon to compenthe
10 rooms, not countingthe Holland area boy, was taken
of
Maple
and
Main
Sts.
is
desate the city for having the waweeks of the month.
should be met easily, provided
Planning Commission. The rebathroom and a storage room, to Ottawa County Youth Home
sired.
ter delivery capacityavailable
financing is available.
Maximum was 48, compared
port also concerns the downThe Department’s capital in- to them. The Meijer Co. said authorities said. Missing items and referred to Juvenile Court. Council authorizedthe BPW
with 53 in 1968, 48 in 1967, 49
town mall and one-way streets.
Both city and county detecincluded everything from two
to make application to the Michin 1966 and 52 in 1965. Minimum
Councilman L. W. Lamb Jr., vestment will be limited sub- the water service would be for
twin beds wth mattresses and tives said the investigation restantially
to
postal
equipment.
fire
protection
only
and
would
igan State Highway Commission
was 1 in 1969, -7 in 1968, -10 in
Council’s member on the Plansprings to tables, chairs and mains open and they expect
on behalf of the city for the
ning Commission, said the six The building will remain under expire with the terminationof
1967, -8 in 1966 and 2 in 1965.
)
more cases may be solved. Alprivate ownership with the pro- the lease on the store building.
neccessary permit to place and
Average maximum was 35.2 in
sites studied included the preAlso taken were milk glass legan authoritieshave also been
replace utility poles 30 feet
1969, 31.5 in 1968, 29.5 in 1967,
viously recommended site ex- perty being retained on local The letter stated Meijer’s faces
cancellationof its insurance candleholders, phonograph re- notified.
from the centerline of the right
33.9 in 1966 and 32.3 in 1956.
panding the area west of the real estate tax rolls.
cords,
end
tables
and
a
dust
Holland authoritiessaid breakof way of state trunkline M-40
Average minimum was 16.7,
present City Hall and Herrick Bidding documents may be program, possibly in 30 days, if
mop. Deputies
the ins cleared for them include
obtained
from
R.E.
Matthews,
fire
protection
is
not
resolved.
(Lincoln Ave.) from 35th St. to
compared with 13.9 in 1698, 13
Public Library. Many residents
regional real estate officer,
CouncilmanMorris Peerbolt living room carpetingwas cut those at Holland Co-Operative 48th St. and in 48th St. from
in 1967, 17.8 in 1966 and 17.8 in
in the area objected to this plan.
up and removed.
Co., Peerbolt’s Inc., Overisel
Karin Granberg
1965.
Lincoln Ave. 2,925 feet east.
Other sites considered were Room 924, Main Post Office said Council's prime responsiEntry
was
apparently
gained
Lumber Co., Standard Supply
Building, 433 West Van Buren bility is to the taxpayers of HolCouncil acknowledgedtwo
Averagetemperaturewas 24.2 berg of Orange City, la., where the block immediately south of
St., Chicago, 111., 60699. The land and that the Meijer request by breakinga rear window and and Lumber Co., Mooi Roofing gifts for the police department
in 1969, 22.6 in 1968, 21 in 1967.
Centennial Park, the block imDr. Granberg is presidentof
opening a door. Deputies re- Co. and Maplewood service staconsisting of $35 from the Tulip
25.9 in 1966 and 25 in 1965.
mediatelywest of Civic Center, Real Estate Officer will supply does not fit into the total regionNorthwestern College. He was
bidding
forms,
building specifi- al planning now under study. ported the house and goods Are tion.
City CBers, Inc., and $10 from
an area west of the police staPrecipitation totaled .34 inch
a member of the Hope College
cations, lease provisions and He said Council has been work covered by insurance; however, Some of the shoplifted items Providence Christian Reformed
in 1969 1.01 inches in 1968, .86
tion, and a site on East Eighth
faculty for 13 years before goother information. Bids must be ing with Ottawa county and Hol- value of the loss had not been from various stores have been Church Couples Club.
inch in 1967, 1.14 inches in 1966
St. some distancewest of Coing to Orange City.
recovered, Holland detectives
submitted to the Real Estate land townshipon water service estimated.
Claims against the city from
and 2.28 inches in 1965. Preciplumbia Ave.
Miss Granberg who was sesaid.
Officer by April 7.
in
much
the
same
manner
as
Eugene Hulst, 315 Waverly Rd.,
itation fell on 12 days in 1969,
In other business, Council aplected from five candidates will
Breakin cases wrapped up for and Lee H. Wenke, 736 MaryHolland serves Zeeland. He
21 days in 1968, 19 days in 1967,
proved a recommendation from
spend one month living with a
county
authorities include Forpointed out that the water delane Dr., were referred to the
10 days in 1966 and 16 days in
the Library Board to join in a
family in Denmark. The homeest Grove Texaco Station, Forpartment
must
have
tax
base
1965.
city’s insurance carrier.
systems
library
which
t h e
stay will be followed by an inest Grove Feed Mill, Forest Council approved BPW plans
to expand services and that reGreatest precipitation in a formal trip of approximatelyGrand Rapids Public Library
Grove Farm Supply, Vriesland
quests like Meijer’s does no*
for extending the following
24-hour period was .21 inch on
three weeks through Denmark has offered to all libraries in
Mill, six places in Hudsonville,
expand
the
base.
He
felt
the
water mains: in 48th St. from
Feb. 3, 1969, .28 inch in 1967,
Ottawa and Kent counties, prowith members or friends of the
Grand Valley Cycle Club, Hoi- the elevated tank west to Cenonly reasonable way Council
.53 inch in 1966 and .53 inch in
viding library services on a rehost family.
land ConcreteProducts and two
could provide the service would
1965.
tral Ave.; in Lincoln Ave. from
A graduate of Holland High ciprocal basis. '
house breakins.
be
through
some
type
of
tax
17th St. to 20th St., and in 40th
Roger Walcott, director of
February snowfall measured School, Miss Granberg was emOttawa County Civil Defense
equity.
St. from Columbia Ave. to
Herrick Public Library, said it
17.2 inches in 1969, 24.5 inches
officialsare scheduling a test
ALLEGAN — Nine persons are
ployed part time by The Holland
“I wouldn’t like to put a
is the broadest approach yet being held by Allegan county
Lincoln Ave. These extensions
in 1968, 33.5 inches in 1967, 8.5
Evening Sentinel for two years
of the warning
and
- procedures
are proposed to improve the
inches in 1966 and 29.5 inches and was a member of the Camp given to library servicesand sheriff’sdeputies in connection company out of business,
we do have an area we are re^X€(^ Civil Defense warning
distributionsystem and provide
in 1965. Greatest snowfall in a
Geneva staff for two summers. he felt the enlarged program with several breakins that have
sponsible for, and I don’t think 'devices on March 28 at 11 a.m.,
better water service with the
would
be
of
great
advantage,
24-hour period was 6.5 inches in
At Hope, she is a member of
occurred throughoutthe county
particularly in reference work.
cost to be underwritteninitially
1969, 4 inches in 1968, 6.8 inches
said
SItUall0n
faUs
in
that>”
he
according
to
Ottawa
County
the Chapel Choir and the Sigma
since last October and more arby the water utilitywithout a
in 1967, 1.5 inches in 1966 and
Sigma social sorority. She is a He said participating libraries rests are anticipated.
Civil Defense Director Glen
Councilman Lou Hallacy asked
9 inches in 1965.
would assist in book retrieval,
special
assessment proceeding.
member of Third Reformed
Allegan deputies joined by whether a meeting could be set Timmer.
and admitted book loss is heavCouncil also approved plans
Greatest depth on the ground
Church and upon graduation
The test is being done in coMichigan State Policemen from up with representativesof
was 6.5 inches in 1969, 10.2 inch- would like to teach secondary ier than he would like.
About 2,000 electricalcustom- for installing a sanitary sewer
South Haven arrested the Fenn- Meijer’sand the township to operationwill all county govHe
said
an
inventory last
es in 1968, 19.3 inches in 1967,
ers
in the south and southeast in the HEDCOR area to service
education. She will give talks
ernmental entities,
year, the first such inventory ville / New Richmond area resi- explain city policies. “They
12 inches in 1966 and 14 inches
sectionsof the city were without Buss Machine Co. and other
to area clubs and organizations
said.
He
added
these
tests
will
dents who were all apprehended may not be aware of the total
in 10 years, revealed some 10,000
properties. This
in 1965. '
following her visit to Denmark.
be conducted three times a power for periods up to an hour
on Tuesday.
situation,and such a meeting
books
missing in the 10-year
project can be financed without
and
45
minutes
Saturday
night,
Members of the Holland ComEight of the nine are being could lead to better understand- year using the standard test
a special assessment proceedperiod and from subject matter
munity Board are Dr. Clarence
procedure as suggestedby the caused by a break in an undercharged
with breaking and en- mg,” he said.
not
all losses could be attributground 12,500 volt feeder cable ing and Council authorized takDe Graaf, chairman, Mrs. LawCouncilman L. W. Lamb Jr. state and federal offices of
ed to young people since some tering. They are Roger Valenwhich runs along Pine Ave. ing of bids.
Civil Defense.
rence Den Uyl, Mrs. Edward
tine, 17, Herman Roger Louks, asked whether anv representafrom the power plant to Seventh The report also referred to
Donivan, Mrs. Harry Frissel, missing books were on subjects
Under
an
actual
emergency
17; Roger Villwock, 18; Dale tives were present from Meijer’s
sanitary sewer extensionspelike antique glass collections.
Jack Leenhouts,Marion Shackthe fixed warning devices would
titioned for and planned in
He
said the library is alwavs Valentine, 19; Edward Tuggle, or the township. None respondBy
Sunday
afternoon,
all
reson, Mrs. Henry Steffens, Dr.
be supplemented by mobile sied.
19; Marvin Tuggle, 17; Dorothy
Lincoln Ave. from the existing
Henry ten Hoor and Fred Veit- studying ways of checking for
rens (fire, police and others), pairs were completedfor a
missing books. He added the lo- Valentine, 20; Frank Valentine, Councilman A1 Dyk commentmobile home park south of
man.
church bells and factory whis- splice in a manhole near Fifth
ed that from the communication
cal library serves many Grand 27.
St., the Board of Public 48th St. and in Sunrise Terrace
tles.
Hope College has decided not
Rapids summer residents in The Valentines’ mother, Marie this was assumed to be Coun- Timmer pointed out the need Works said today. The failure in Holland Heights area, indicato press charges against the six
the area and that a state library Valentine, 50, is being charged cil’s problem whereas it really
ting these projects should be
for a public alert and warning occured about 9 p.m.
Calvin College students who
constructedby private contract
branch serves most needs at with aiding and abetting and con- is a township problem and the
The
break
in
cable
township should be negotiating system has become a real nedoused its seven-foot high anHolland State Park.
because
of extra depth and
concealing stolen property.
cessity due to world tension,the knocked out substations at 28th
Filed in
chor in front of Graves Hall
financed with special assessTwo memorial books for Her- Mrs. Valentinewas the only with the city.
St.
and
Washington
Ave.,
25th
possibility of a serious transporCouncilman Jacob Smith said
with eight gallons of paint
rick Public Library were ack- one released on her own recogments. It was recommended
tation or industrialaccident tha* St. and Lincoln Ave.. 37th St.
Fatality
it
would
be
hard
to
explain
to
early Wednesday morning.
that bids also be taken for these
nowledged by Council. They nizance after appearing with
would require the evacuation of and Central Ave., and the subOfficialsof Hope and Calvin
are “Living Birds of the the other eight in Allegan Dis- local merchants paying city an area and also the ever-pres- station serving Bohn Aluminum projects at this tme with the
GRAND HAVEN - A damage
taxes and working to improve
Colleges conferred Wednesday
“World,” in memory of James trict Court Wednesday.
stipulationthat bids remain firm
ent possibility of severe weath- Co.
suit resultingfrom a double
and it was agreed that Calvin
Crozier, from Mrs. Hetzer The others are being -held in the downtown how services can er conditions.
for
60 days to arrange financHolland Hospital was included,
traffic fatality at Holland Feb.
ing.
College would discipline these
Hartsock, and “You and Your Allegan county jail under $1,000 be provided to an outside merand
the
building
went
on
emerTimmer stressesthe public
5 was filed in Ottawa Circuit
students.
Retarded Child” in memory of bond which had been reduced chant not paying city taxes.
Certifications were confirmed
should be alert even if no warn- gency generatorservice during
Court Tuesday.
After the city manager’s
for
CouncilmanDyk, Holland
The Calvin students have Two 23-year-old Holland mep Johanna Vander Yen, from a from $5,000 each.
the time. The substation serving
study, a meeting may yet be ing signal is used. If anyone
friend.'
Litho, engineering, $8.76; Counagreed to reimburse Hope Colthe
hospital
was
the
first
put
were killed and third man was
At their arraignmentin dt- arranged
....... .......
eH, esemauv of suspects there is an impending
with .representatives
lege for expenses in cleaning
cilman Lamb, Lamb, Inc.,
Other gift books are “Some
disaster or an actual emergen- back into service.
seriously injured in the accithe anchor. College officials
Versions of Moliere’s School for
BPW workmen rerouted cir- Windmill Island and street decy, they should tune to one
dent on River Ave.
demanded'
t0WnShiP'
said they would have to engage
partment, $21.95, and CouncilWives,” from the author, J. I.
cuits
to restore the power.
of the three local radio stations
was set for March 20. Louks
Killed were Hilario Silguero,
man Smith, Wade Drug Co.,
a professional sand blaster and
Rodale; a Beechwood AnniverSince
the
weather
was
relain
the
county,
Timmer
said.
driver of one car, and his paswaived examination and was
Windmill
Island, $.25.
that costs probably would run
sary Booklet, from Peter MeurThe radio stations,WHTC and tively mild, Saturday’s outage
senger, Luis Barrera, both of
bound over to Allegan Circuit
Council approved the single
into several hundred dollars.
er; “Governmentin the Power
was
more
one
of
inconvenience
WJBL in Holland and
Court.
Holland. Police said the Silguero
bid of Zwiep’s Greenhouses for
The anchor was constructed
Business,”
Consumers
in Grand Haven, are a part of .lhan vital concern.
few
car was not racing, but was
Among
the cases cleared are
Power Co.; “Life Is a Bargain,”
19,385 annuals in different varin front of Graves Hall three
and “omes ,iat* begun to cool in secstruck head-on by one of two
the
breakins
at xFennville
----------cimv me VFW,
Five the county warning system and
ieties for Windmill Island for
Liveright Publishers, and “U.S.
years ago to represent the coltions
where
service
was
interwill immediatelybroadcastany
cars that were racing.
$2,190.20.
lege symbol.
Flag” from the VFW Auxiliary. the Fennville grain elevator and Mlchigan colleges will share in
rupted more than an hour.
Injured was Bernard Barrett,
some house breakins.
more than $1.6 million granted information or advice from the
The painting spree by Calvin
The city attorney was instructOaths of office were filed for
With the area in darkness,
local
officials.
25, Holland, who started a suit
Allegan deputies reported by the Office of Educationtoday
ed to draft an ordinance on reRobert L. Nienhuis, city assesstudents was believed to be part
residents
in
the
area
of
Bohn
Tuesday, seeking $75,000 from
of
celebrationof Calvin’s
quest of the Board of Appeals some of the stolen goods have to aid in construction of educaAluminum Co. were concerned sor; Gerald Petroelje, Panel of
Calvin Mullins, Holland, arresttional facilities.
been recovered.
Hope's Joan Granzow
increasing the fee required for
Michigan IntercollegiateAthlewhen
they noted flames inside Space Heating Examiners, and
after the accident and
Jackson Community College Receives Top Rating
filing an application for a varitic Association basketball chamthe
building.
It was a torch put Howard Topp, Board of Review.
charged with leaving the scene
will receive $611,812 toward
pionship.
ance from $10 to $25. The inCouncil accepted a number
up
by
workmen
for light,
of a personal injury accident.
costs of construction of a phyHope College junior Joan again March 24.
crease also was recommended
of printing cuts concerningthe
Police said Barrett allegedly
sical educationbuilding. Suomi Granzow received
“excelby the Planning Commission.
City of Holland from Mrs. Deane
had been racing.
Girls
College in Hancock was award- lent' rating while competing in
B. Nykamp, past administraAuthorizationwas given the
Barrett claims he was drived a $158,401grant increase to- the Michigan DiscussionFesticity treasurer to invest in bank
trix of the estate of the late
ing a 1967 car north on River
ward construction of a physical val at Eastern Michigan Unicertificatesof deposit, in
Benjamin A. Mulder, former
at
Avenue and the defendantwas
versity last Saturday.
education building.
amounts of $100,000 of periods
owner and editor of the Holland
driving a 1960 auto, also headed
Three stuMiss Granzow is the daughter
Spring Arbor College was givCity News.
not less than six months whenCharles E. Eaton, 25, of 178
north. The Barrett car was
dents at Saugatuck High School en an $11,036grant increase to- of Mr. and Mrs. Carl F. Granever the yields of government
request of HEDCOR for
West 21st St. died Sunday afstruck by the Mullins car and
have been accepted for the sumbills and notes falls below the
ward construction of a natural zow of Royal Oak and was one Additional data must be gath- $2,500 to be included in the
ternoon of self-inflicted gunsijfl^,
Barrett’s vehicle was shoved
mer Youth for Understanding sciences building while Bay de of four Hope students who par6 per cent level. The procedure
wounds at his home.
ered before the future of the budget was referred to the city
into the Silguero car, headed
exchange program. One young
was recommended by the city
Surviving are his wife Vivian;
Noc
Community
College in Es- ticipated in the festival.
Voorhees residence hall on the manager for later considerasouth on River.
woman has been accepted for
Other
entries were campus of Hope College can be tion by Council.
auditor and the city attorney.
three children, Christophel*,
canaba was awarded $216,720tothe full year program.
, a non-de- decided, members of the col- Although it has been some
Council also passed a 12-page
Craig and Carey; his parents,
ward construction of a class - Noriko Nakayama,
Vickie Christensen,daughter ....... lulJ
gree student from Japan; Cindy lege’s Executive Committee time since Holland has had
resolutionprepared by Bond
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Eaton of
room - library building.
of Mr. and Mrs. James D.
Grand Valley State College in I ^neveldt, a sophomore from concluded earlier this week.
Attorneys Dickinson, Wright,
snow, Councilman Jacob Smith
Livermore, Ky.; two sisters.
Christensen, will be in Germany
McKean and Cudlip in connecMrs. Jennie Kassinger of Livllendale was
awarded 5691
^rani
^P1^5.
PonThe
98 women students housed expessed thanks to Henry TerpAllendale
was
$621 non
000
RaPlc\s: and
an(^ Mary
^317
for the summer.
tion with issuing $136,000paving
ermore and Mrs. Dennis Johnto aid in construction of a fine f0?’ 0 soPb°more from Hoi- in Voorhees Hall were moved to stra and his men of the Street
Gail Laskers, daughter of Mr.
land.
and
parking
lot
special
assessson of Fordsville, Ky.; three
arts
lanH
other facilities last weekend fol- Department for the fine job
and Mrs. Ed Laskers will study
More than 50 studentsfrom lowing a decision to vacate the done in snow removal the past
ment bonds.
brothers, Eldon Eaton and DarOne of three persons injured
and live in the Netherlands.
eight colleges and universities 62-year-oldresidence hall.
season.
rell Eaton, both of Livermore
in a two-car accident at the inPatricia Holcomb, foster
competed in the festival.
Mayor Bosman presided at
and Gary Eaton who is in the
“The
emergency
caused
by
Mt/s/c
Recital
Planned
tersection of Michigan Ave. and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richthe evacuation of Voorhees Hall the meeting which lasted an
U.S. Air Force.
24th St. at 5:43 p.m. Wednes- By Nine Hope Students
ard Snyder of Douglas will be
House in Hudsonville
requires an in-depth study of hour and five minutes. All
In
day was admitted to Holland
in Sweden for the eight-week
space requirementsfor housing, Councilman were present. The
Neighbors Save Child .
Nine Hope College students period.
Hospital.
Damaged by Fire
GRAND HAVEN - A jury in
faculty offices and classrooms,” invocation was given by the
She is Sarah Emmick, 82, of will present a music recital
Laurie Reiser, daughter of
From Drowning Saturday
Ottawa
Circuit
Court
deliberHUDSONVILLE
Fire
of
un- 1 sported Executive Committee Rev. C. Wagner, retired Re32 West 25th St., who was re- Thursday at 7 p.m. in Dim- Mr. and Mrs. Gus Reiser will
formed Church minister.
ated an hour and a half Friday determined origin caused an secreiary Willard C. Wichers.
A near tragedy was averted ported in fairly good condition nent Memorial Chapel.
be in Germany for the 14-month
night before awarding a verdict estimated$5,000 damage to the: The Executive Committeeis
Featured in the recital, which period. This is called the onelate Saturday afternoon for today with possible back injurof $7 ,500 to West Shore Construc- two-story wood-frame home of : tentatively scheduled to meet
Richard Comelissen,5-year-old ies. Mrs. Emmick was riding is open to the public, will be year program.
tion Co. at Zeeland in a con- Ivan Van Farowe, 6645 Barry
in
the
car
driven
by
Anna
DouKathy
Miller,
a
junior
son of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
demnation suit started by the St., Hudsonville, at 12:56 p.m. Car Overturns
Comelissen, 1530 Elmer St., ma, 79, of 761 Harrison Ave.,
Sheldon, Iowa; clarinetist Three-Month Old Baby
state highway department.
Saturday.
when neighbors rescutd him when it collided with the car Prudence Tower, a junior from
Jaime Noyola Castaneda, 19,
The attorney general’s office
Succumbs in Bentheim
The fire which apparently of 250 East Ninth St., escaped
after he had failed through the driven by Fred A. Sherwood,54, Greenville;pianist Dale NyGRAND HAVEN - Mrs. John
offered $3,800 for property in started in
clothes closet
of 728 Aster.
ice on a pond near his home.
boer, a junior from Holland;
Richard Lee Krommendyk, Zeeland and Holland townships, damaged the closet and adjoin- injury when the car he was driv- Glass, 75, of West Olive died
ing south on US-31 traveled off Sunday morning in the North
Mr. and Mrs. John H. HartBoth Mrs. Douma and Sher- pianist Peter Walther,a senior three-month-old son of Mr. and
home and son, Jon, of 1511 wood were released from Hol- from Wallkill, N. Y.; organist Mrs. Andrew Krommendyk. of owned by the Zeeland firm, for ing bedroom, according to fire- the west edge of the lane for Ottawa Community Hospital
a section of the proposed exten- men from the Olive-Blendon
600 feet, swerved across the here following a four-weekillJerome St. noticed the child and land Hospital after treatment Gwynne Bailey, a junior from route 1, Hamilton, (Bentheim)
sion of highway 1-196 between Township
Department median and rolled completely
rushed Jo his aid, the younger of minor injuries.
Clymer, N. H.; pianist Janet died Saturday morning. An auness.
Grandville and Holland.
which was one of several de- over stopping in the ditch on the
Horthorne entering the icy Holland police said the Dou- Siderius, a
from topsy was held Sunday.
She was born in Holland and’
The property is located on partments responding to the east side of the northboundline
water and grabbing the young- ma car was going east on 24th Waterloo, Iowa; French hornist
came to West Olive about 31
Survivingbesides the parents Ottogan Rd. near 104th Ave. call.
at 4 a.m. today, according Ot- years ago.
ster as he was coming up for St. and the Sherwood car south Thomas Working, a senior from
are two brothers,Bryan and The trial lasted two days and
Other fire equipment came tawa county sheriff’s deputies
the third time. He hoisted him on Michigan Ave. when the ac- Holland; pianist Scott Cutting,
Surviving besides the husband
Ronald, and one sister, Carolyn, the jurors visited the site Fri.
from Georgetown Township Sta- who cited him for speeding.
on heavier ice to his father and cident occurred. Mrs. Douma a senior from Paw Paw; and
are two sons, Ralph of Orlando,
all at home; the grandparents, day. The jury took the case at
tions 1 and 3. Ottawa county The accident occurred onethe child was immediately was cited for failure to yield organist
Schaaf, i Mr. and
Fla., and Ernest of West Olive;
6u>»»ovDean
x^au Vander
» auuci ovuuai,
ana MTS.
Mrs. jai
Jan Broekmate of 5:30 p.m. and rendered a ver- sheriff’s deputies also assistedat
tenth mile north of West Olive eight grandchildren; and 10
taken to his borne.
the right of way at a stop sign.
sophomore from Hull, Iowa. I The Netherlands.
dict at 7 p.m.
the scene.
Rd.
great-grandchildren.
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Christian

1969

West Ottawa

Zeeland Surge

Wins Annual

Wins Over

nton Harbor

West Ottawa’s swimming
Zeeland 24 of 63 from the field for 35 ’team defeated seven other opChristian enjoyed a brief res- tuwic;
marched into the finals of the per cent and four of 12 from ponents to win the seventh anIpite from tough basketball tour Class'
district ’basketball
the foul line for 33 per cent.
nual SouthwesternMichigan Innament competition Tuesday tournamentwith a 74-53 triumph
Zeeland’s victory entitles it vitationalSwimming Champion-

HUDSONVILLE

Hofltnd High’s muscle under

backboards enabled the
J: Dutch to take an impressive

-

Holland

HUDSONVILLE

-

:

B

victory over Benton Har-

bor here Saturday night in the

over Hudsonville Unity Christian

night.

The Maroons tuned up for
tougher times ahead with a
91-41 shellacking of an undermanned Hudsonville team in a
Class B districttourney game
on the Eagles’ home court. The

Holland High fiekihouse.
Providing most of the muscle
with a hot shooting hand
W*a Dave Gosselar. who turned
jn one of the finest games of
his career. The senior forward
put in 37 points and outbattled
“W opponents for 22 rebounds.
An able accomplice was center

virtory propelled Christian

in the HudsonvilleHigh gym
Wednesday night.
The Chix broke open a tight
ball game with a third quarter
surge which took them from a
two-pointdeficit to a fifteenpoint margin. During the quar

into

hit 59

^r «M

to meet the winner of tonight’s ships Saturday evening in the
tussle between Holland Chris- West Ottawa Natatorium.
tian and West Ottawa for the
Winning the meet with 283

district championship.The
championship game is slated points, the Panthers topped St.
Joseph with 239 points and
for 7:30 p.m. Saturday.

Z^land (74)
FG FT PF TP

of their

*..?uj:sdal'„m*hl
con,ronUtl<in fieldgoal attempts (13 of 22).
Schrotenboer, f . 9
with West Ottawa at 7:30 p.m.
Zeeland got off to a slow Plewes, f ....... 4
in the Hudsonvillegym.
start, and managed to make Raterink,c .... 6

Hick Zweering whose inspired
play netted him 17 points and

W

Swim Meet

Defeats Unity

Hudsonville

Hudsonville, playing with only only three of 16 shots for 19 per
Zylstra, g ......
two seniors after eight mem- cent in the opening period. Van Dorp, g ....
bers of the team were sus- Unity took a 12-9 lead. The Chix Flaherty .......

rebounds

,

In all the Dutch outrebounded
Benton Harbor 58-39 to neutralthe Tigers’ big edge in speed.
H was a frustrating night for

.

pended for disciplinaryrea- . began to find the range in the
sons, was clearly outclassedsecond period, but still trailed
' “
from the opening minutes. The 30-28 at halftime.
Eagles came as close as they
After opening up a 55-40 lead
were going to get when Randy by the end of the third period,
Vruggink tallied to make the Zeeland breezed on to victory
score 6-5 in the first quarter. Leading the Chix scoring
Christianthen reeled off were Dirk Schrotenboer with
nine straight points, and Hud- 21, Mark Raterinkwith 15 and
sonville was not in the game Dick Van Dorp with 11. Jim
again. The lopsided margins Schut had 17 points and John
allowed Christian Coach Art Nysse 16 for the Crusaders.
Tuls to give his substitutes Zeeland tallied on 30 of 76
plenty of action in the second field goal attempts for 40 per
cent, and 14 of 18 from the foul
and fourth periods.
'

Jhe Tigers who couldn't get the
ball off the backboards to unleash their fast break with fre-

quency.
Holland Coach Don Piersma
praised his front line for its
fine job of blocking out the
Dave Gosselar
Tigers to get rebounding posi. sinks one of his 37
tions. This not only helped
the winners get their rebounding played a big role as Benton
edge, but forced the Tigers to , Harbor committed 13 of them
foul to get to the ball. Benton in the period. Holland went to
Harbor committed 29 fouls, and the line 19 times and converted
the frequent whistles clearly 12. Gosselar had 10 points in
upset the Tigers. It also gave the period Zweering.eight end
Holland 45 shots from the free Dave De Witt, seven,
throw line. (The Dutch convert- Holland never trailed after
ed on 31 of the attempts for a the second quarter, but the
69 per cent
Tigers threatened several times
Tlie second quarter was the to overtake the Dutch. Gossekey to Holland’svictory. The lar, however, wouldn’t allow
Dutch trailed 18-12 at the end them to come close in the third
of the first period, and fell be period as he put in 14 points.
hind by 10 points, 26-16. with
Holland took its biggest lead
about 6^ minutes left in the 66-51 early in the final period,
period. The Dutch followed with but the explosive Tigers made
two 11-point outbursts, and when several steals in a row, and
the smoke had cleared Benton narrowed the lead to 66-58. They
Harbor trailed 44-34 at halftime. got no closer as Holland more
Holland outscored Benton than matched the losers in the
Harbor 32-16 in the period and closing minutes.
outrebounded them 19-10. Fouls
Benton Harbor's Larry Sanders was a nuisance to Holland
all night, as he led the Tigers'
harrassing press and stole the
Triplet

Led by Art Tuls and Dan
Brower, who each had eight

line for 78

points in the period, tbe Maroons took a 21-11 first quarter advantage. Christian increased the count to 47-24 at
halftime. The Maroons sank 20

average).

W

Unity

made

Lamer

.........

Hoover .........
Le Poire .......
De Pree ........

3

1

21

0

2

3

1

8
15

3

11
4

4

3

0
2

2

0

1

0

1

1

0

0
0

1

1

1

0

3

1

1

Loy Norrix with 200 points. Both

teams defeated the Panthers in
dual meet competition this sea-

son.

9

Wyoming Godwin 148 South
Haven 130%, Rockford 97, Fre1
mont 25% and Hudsonville 14.
2
The Panthers opened the meet
0 with a fourth place in the med3
ley relay, and scored in every
event thereafter.Swimming the

Totals ..........30 14 10 74
Unity Christian (52)
FG FT PF TP
Schut, f ........ 7 3 1 17

De Good

........

2

Talsma, c ...... 3
Messelink,g ... 3
Nysse, g ....... 8

Lubbers

........

1

0
0

3
4

4

1

2

7

0

4
0

16

0

24 4 14

Totals

medley relay, Jeff Boone, Mike
Zavadil,

of 36 shots in the first half for

Gary Van Kampen,

and Jon Helder turned in a
clocking of 1:53.0.
Continuing their winning ways,
distance men Chuck Nienhuis
and John Boes tallied second
and sixth places for the local
swimmers in the 200-yard free-

6

2

style. Nienhuis was edged out
by St. Joseph’s Frank Smith
who swam in with a first place
1:51.2, to set West Ottawa pool

52

Dan Shinabarger
Named on All-MIAA

56 per cent.
The real story was under the

1

Also scoring in the meet were

and

invitationalmeet records.

A judges’ decision was required to determine places in the
50-yard freestyle, with West Ottawa’s Ken Wiley and Dan
Meyers taking second and third.
Seventh was chalked up by
Rick Hamstra.
In the individualmedley, West
Ottawa placed one swimmer

Champion Calvin and runerup included Kim Rank of Adrian,
players Ed Stephens of Albion, Serges
Maroons were virtuallyunchal- on the 1968-69 All-MichiganIn- of Alma, Phelps of Calvin,
SINKS LAYUP — Christian’sArt Tuls drives in for two points lenged. The winners finished tercollegiate Athletic Associa- Bruce Van Huis of Hope, and
for the final competition, freshwith a 60-11 rebounding edge. tion basketball team announced Mike Macias of Olivet.
in the Maroons’ 91-41 victory over Hudsonville in the Class
man Jim Timmer moved up
today
by
the
league's
coaches
Phelps
and
Wiers
paced
CalB districttournament at Hudsonville High School Tuesday. Brower and Dick Frens each
vin
to its seventh MIAA basket- from fifth to fourth in tbe final
had’
12
rebounds.
Kalamazoo
senior
Gene
NusTuls led his team with 20 points.The Hudsonville defenders
Christian outscored the Ea- baum of Delton, the highest ball championship.Phelps, who race with a clocking of 2:23.9.
are Randy Vruggink (left) and Dave Sprik (right). In the
Divers Dana Rigterink and
background are Christian’sBruce Klaasen end Hudsonville’s gles 24-12 in the third stanza scorer in Hornet history, was has sewed 939 points in his two
years
at
Calvin,
averaged
16.7 Dan Troost came through when
to
hold
a
71-36
lead
at
the
selected
the
league's
most
valGary
(Sentinel photo)
completion of the period.
uable player. He will receive points against league foes while the Panthers needed them,
executingwith ease ten dives
Play turned ragged at the Randall C. Bosch of Hol- Wiers pumped at a 16.1 clip.
erage.) Niles put in 11 of 17
apiece to tally first and second
stretches in the second half, land gold, diamond - studded Serges and Hudson led Alma
free throws (65 per cent.)
places
res{
ipectively.Rigterink,
and the Maroons ended up baskeaball. Bosch has present- to its best finish in five years. iia
Niles, shootingaverage from
ball several times. He finished
undeterred by illness, registered
The
pair
finished
third
and
turning the ball over 19 times led the award since 1947.
the floor was 54 per 'cent (28 of
with 26 points.Lionel Moltimore
276.05 points, while Troost had
In Local
to their opponents.Hudsonville
Nusbaum and Alma guard fourth in the MIAA scoring 268.15 points.
52 shots attempted). Holland put
had 13 and A1 Williams 12 for
had 18 turnovers.
Drake Serges of Flint are the race; Hudson at 19.0 and Serges
in 21 of 53 field goal attempts
Mr. and Mrs. Leandro Moralez the Tigers.
The butterfly competition
Tuls led the scoring with 20 only seniors on the honor team. 18.7.
for 40 per cent.
De Witt did a good job, most
looked like a West Ottawa-St.
of 314 14th St., will have to
With its victory Niles won points. Also in double figures Rounding out the first team are
do some rearranging in their of to® night, bringing the ball
Joseph race, each qualifying
the right to meet Benton Harbor for Christian were: Brower, Calvin juniors Mike Phelos of
home when they get ready to upcourt against the tenacious
three swimmers for the chamST. JOSEPH — A sluggish for the district title at 7:30 p.m. 16; Steve Vander Ploeg, 13;
take their three new babies Tigers. He also chipped in 19
pionship finals. The Panthers’
and Frens, 11.
Holland basketballteam was Friday^on the same court.
| points.
Terry nithamel and Mike ZavaThe Women’s World Day of
Dave Lammers led HudsonTriplet boys were born Mon- Piersma said the effort was jolted out of the Class A disdil and the Bears’ John Barlow
Niles (67)
ville with 12 points.
Prayer will be held Friday at
turned in identicaltimes of
day night in Holland Hospital hls Yarn's finest so far this trict tournament by upstart
FG FT PF TP The Maroons sank 37 of 82
1:30 p.m. at the North Blendon 1:01.1 with nine stopwatcheson
to Mr. and Mrs. Moralez who season- 11
team with Niles Wednesday night.
Miller, f ....
shots for a 45 per cent field
the three swimmers, leaving
h e eight other children, five a “na' record of 13-3. Benton The Vikings, who sported only Rosebush, f
Reformed Church.
goal mark. From the foul line
Harbor,
co-champion
with
Musboys and three girls.
The
board
of Allendale Chris- the results in the hands of six
a 7-9 season record going into Mallory, c ..
they made 17 of 31 for 55 per
judges.
The triplets are Rudy who was kegon of the Lake Michigan the game, outshot and generally Brumfield, g
tian School met Wednesday Rithamel and Zavadil were
cent. Hudsonville made 13 of
Athletic
Conference,
finished
born at 11:25 p.m. and weighed
outhustled the taller Dutch Haslett, g ..
58 shots from the floor for 23
evening.
awarded first and second place,
4 pounds 11% ounces; Ruben, with a 12-4 mark.
quintet in scoring a 67-59 upset Riley .......
per cent, and 15 of 28 free
Holland
made
27
field goals
Nelson
Gebben
of Calvin Sem- while Rick, the younger Zavaborn at 11:34 p.m. weighing 5
before a sparse crowd in the
throw attempts for 55 per
of 50 attempts for 54 per cent
inary conducted the Sunday dil, came out of the water in
pounds, 9 ounces and Ricky, who
St. Joseph High School gym.
.........28 11 21 67 cent.
Totals
while Benton Harbor put in 27
worship services. Preparatoryfourth position. Twelfth place
was born at 11:54 p.m. weighThe Dutch didn’t look like the
of 74 for 38 per cent.
The 91 points was the highHolland (59)
services were held Sunday and was awarded to Mark Meyer
ing 5 pounds, 8% ounces.
same team which capped a
HoUand (85)
FG FT PF TP c.t total amassed by the Macommunion services will be held from West Ottawa.
13-3 season with a victory over
The babies are in Isolettes
FG FT PF TP
roons this season.
Glupker,
f
..
4
With a lead after the diving
next
Sunday.
Benton Harbor last Saturday.
until the* are a little stronger.
Glupker.f ......
8
Christianshould face much
and
butterfly events, the PanthGosselar,
f
1
Mrs.
Fred
Grassmid
left
two
They
started
out
all
right,
end
According to the Medical RecGosselar, f ..... 13 11 2 37
stiffer competition
it
1
weeks ago for California to ers worked at widening the
rolled up an 11-4 lead near the Zweering, c
ords department,these are the
Zweering, c ....
5 17
goes against West Ottawa. The
De Witt, g
2
stay with their children, Mr. margin. SprinterWiley recorded
of the first quarter.
first triplets born in Holland
De Witt, g ......
4 19 middle
Panthers enjoyed one of their
2
and Mrs. Arvin Wierda who re- second place, behind St. Joe’s
Niles, however, began to hit Steininger, g
Hospital.
Overbeek, g ....
4
0
best seasons finishing with a
1
cently had a new baby. Satur- record-setterSmith who tied
from the outside against Hol- Pete .......
Pete ............
1 0 land’s zone defense, with Ed Boeve .....
1
0 12-4 record. The Maroons
day Mr. Grassmid and Sharon the pool and meet records with
Half Inch of Snow
D. Boeve .......
0
— handed them one of the losses,
flew to California to spend the his :50.1 clocking.
Miller leading the barrage with
A half - inch of snow fell in Steininger......
0
21 17 12 59 a 60-49 setback Jan. 16 in the
Breaking tbe record he set
weekend with the Wierda’s. Monfour long jump shots Niles tied Totals
Dan Shinabarger
Holland overnight, the first
Civic Center.
day Mr. and Mrs. Grassmid and last week, Dan Meyers esthe score at 16-16 at the end
. . on second team
snow here since traces on Feb. Totals ..........27 31 23 85
With Tuesday’s victory the
Sharon will return home by tablished a varsity record in
of the period.
25. The last measurable snow
Benton Harbor (74)
Inc.
his specialty,the backstroke,
Maroons improved their overall
plane.
The
Vikings went ahead to
was 1.3 inches Feb. 23. The
FG FT PF TP
r ord to 14-5. HudsonvillefinMr. and Mrs. Joel Hirdes re- with a clocking of :58.5, in spite
stay in the second quarter outlight snowfall covered old dirty Hopkins, f ......
6
ished with a 6-12 mark.
turned home last week after of illness. Teammates Greg
scoring Holland 20-9. After the Has
masses of snow still lining some Horace, f .......
4
Holland Christian (91)
spending ’some time in Florida Plomp and Gary Van Kampen
score was knotted at 21-21, discity curbs. The temperature Moltimore,c ....
4
FG FT PF TP
and Jamaica. Mr. and Mrs. added to the Panther spoils of
aster struck for Holland. Niles’ In
was 31 at 11 a.m. today, t h e Sanders, g ..... 11
1
Haven, f ....
Montford Hirdes, who accompa- victory with third and sixth
hot shooting forced the Dutch
3
1
7
3
same reading as at 6 a.m. Wed- Atkinson, g .....
4
The Board of Trustees of Frens, f .....
nied them, returned home by places.
out of their zone, but Holland's
5
1
1
11
nesday’s maximum was 39 and Williams ........
5
uninspiredman-to-man defense Resthaven Patrons Inc. met in Brower, c ...
plane a few days early because It was Chuck Nienhuis all the
7
2
1
16
the low 28.
Coleman ........
4
was even more to Niles’ liking. the board office at Resthaven Tuls, g ......
their little boy was ill and had way in the 400.yard freestyle,
10
0
1
20
Brown ..........
1
been hospitalized.
as the senior record • setter
The Vikings tallied nine straight Tuesday evening and ma{}e Klassen, g ..
2
1
1
5
Sager ...........
1
points and later, closed the half
Mr. and Mrs. John Harsevoort snatched first place honors for
Baker
........
. 1
0
2
2
plans for the annual meeting
with three straight buckets to
and family and Mrs. John Har- the Panthers in his event. In
Vander Ploeg , 4 5 2 13
27 20 29 74
Totals
take a 36-25 advantage at the of all the patrons to be held Wiersma ..... . 1
sevoort
Sr. of Zeeland were fifth place, John Boes once
3
1
5

Boys Born

Hospital

backboardswhere the

Dyke.

Jolt

Alma each landed two

taller

,

Dutch

In District

Tournament

Rusk

home.

left

12

3 2 2

5
5
1
0
0
0

7
1
9
3
0
0

7
9
2 3

0

0 3
0 3

4

6

when

0

9
0
0
0

1

|

Resthaven

2 2 5
0 1
5 3

Meeting

Board

4

2
6
0
1
0

3
0
2
5

0

intermission.

Hospital Notes
|

April 8 at Resthaven.

Holland made only two of

13

of

‘I'1001'

another.

i

Trustees will

.

be

Bos

,
.
.
.

1

2

2

4

1

0

0

2

1

0

1

2

1

2

1

4

37 17
Totals ...
Hudsonville (41)

16

91

..........

elected to Manting ......

I take the place of those whose
t ....
Admitted to Holland Hospital the traumatic eight minutes
the second period. It missed erms expire at this time.
Thursday were Mrs. Carlos
four straight shots at one point, They are Russell Bouws, Rev.
Everett, 216 West 14th St.; and failed on three short-rangePaul E. Hinkamp, J. J. dipping
Dana Van Eden, 1689 South attempts at
and Rein Visscher.
Maple, Zeeland; Mrs. Philip Niles continued to dominate| The secretary reported that
Baron, 26 West 19th St.; Mrs. in the first 3% minutes of the since the last meeting he had
third stanza opening up its big- received and turned over to
Steven Woiters, 482 Graafschap gest lead, 45-28.
the treasurer the sum of
Rd.; Mrs. Martin Busscher, 1073
The Dutch started to bear $568.50. The treasurer’s report
Graafschap Rd.; Andrew Bly- down on defense and press its showed a balance in the curstra, 169 Grandview; Mrs. opponent. Led by Dave De Witt, rent fund of $730.89.The reaJames Bielby, 3438 Butternut they outscoredthe Vikings 12-6 son for the small balance is
Dr.; Cecil Langford,930 South in the last half of the period to because a deficit of $636.65 in
Washington; Christy Overway, close the gap to 48-40 at the February. The balance in the
building fund is $3,333.38.
246 North Lindy, Zeeland; Tr- end of three quarters.
j

!

Room

Weener .......
Dozeman .....

Metallurgical

Consulting
Service Offered
The Louis Padnos Iron and
Metal Company has announced
a new

metallurgical consulting

service for

its

customers.The

Padnos Company is the first
secondary materials firm in
the West Michigan area to offer this service.

Robert “Rod” Campbell, a
foundry metallurgicalcon«'»ltant, heads the program for
The Padnos Company and also
acts as a liaison between the
company and its various foun-

1

2469 William,

Ferris

Miller and Haslett led Niles
with 18 points each, and Brum-

Men's Glee Club

To Sing at Holland

High

>

field had 16.
Tom Mallory, Niles’ 6’5” center, played

HoUand police cited Hattie
Jacobs, 71, of 247 East 13th St.,
for improper backing after the
car she was driving hit a car
that had been driven by Terrance W. Anys, 68, of 793 East
Eighth St., in the city parking
lot at 12th St. and River Ave.
at 9:05 a.m. Wednesday. Police
said she turned the car too
abort while backing out of a
parking space.

Saugatuck

Sprik, f ......... 0
Phillips,c ...... 4
Dyke, g ........ 0

Vruggink, g ....

Gene Nusbaum
. . most valuable

2

Elders .......... 1
Sikkema ......... 0
Nederveld ....... 2

Postmus ......... 0
Koekoek ........ 1

Grand Rapids and Ed Wiers of
Willard, Ohio and Alma sopho8 more Charles Hudson of De0

.'

1

troit.

No member

of the first team
are repeaters from a year ago.

Totals ...... 13
Four of the first team picks
six-point surge, five of
The
total
amount
spent
for
acy Van Dyke, 140 East 19th
played predominantly at the
them by De Witt, brought Hol- the new building and altera- Extinguish Grass Fire
St.; Charles Troost, 170 West
guard positionduring the year.
land to within six points, 54-48, tions so far is $222,745.71.The
Holland firemen were called
Ninth St.; Sara Emmick, 32
Second team selectionsinat 4:10 in the fourth period. amount borrowed thus far is out Wednesday to extinguish a
West 25th St.
clude Albion junior Mike Wilson
They got no closer. Niles’ $57,000.
grass fire that was burning
DischargedThursday were
guards, Dave Brumfield and
Three new residents have along US-31 and the by-pass. of Farmington, Alma junior A1
Stanley Van Otterloo, 410 West
Vandermeer of Sparta, Calvin
Bill Haslett, put in key baskets been admittedto the home and Firemen received the call at
28th St.; Brian Smith, 15775
senior
Bill De Horn of Everand free throws in the closing two have left.
11:30 a.m.
Blair, West Olive; Warren Wesgreen Park, Dl., Hope freshman
minutes to keep the desperate
terhof, route 1; Ernest De
Dan Shinabarger of Holland and
Dutch from getting any closer.
Jonge, 467 104th Ave.; George
Kalamazoo junior Craig VosseBrumfield meshed five charity
Wuokko, S4 West Ninth St.;
kuil of Grand Rapids.
fosses and added a field goal
Mrs. Gerald Borgman and baby,
Included in the honorable
while Haslett notched three
476 Beeline Rd.; Mrs. Marinus
mention list were Bruce Van
field goals and two free throws
Rozeboom, route 5; Mrs. Philip
Huis and Tom Dykstra of Hope
for seven and eight points rePlasman and baby, 80 West 13th
and
Dean Douma and Doug
spectively in the final period.
St.; Christine Van Bragt, 131
Taatjes of Calvin.
De Witt had 10 points in the
Manley; Mrs. William Vander
Nusbaum scored 1,261 points
last quarter.
Velden, route 1; Frank Peterduring his Kalamazoo College
De Witt ended with 27 points
son, Hamilton; Nicholas Hoff- and Dave Gosselar had 20 points
career and finished with an allman, 233 West Lakewood Blvd.; and 20 rebounds.The rest of
game scoring average of 20.3
^rs- George Muyskens, 1491 the team managed to telly only
points in ’68-69. The previous
?6to Ave., Zeeland; James Tib- 12 more points, however.
all-time Kalamazoo record was

dry customers.

Improper Backing

again lowered his distance time,
while Jim Streur added points
Harsevoortand son where they for ninth place.
Breaststrokers Jim Timmer
attended worship services in
Rusk.
and Steve Hopkins placed fourth
and sixth for West Ottawa,
Timmer finally breaking below

FG FT PF TP
Lammers, f .... 3

A

Robert Campbell

Sunday evening guests at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley

a good defensive

The annual tour of the Ferris game and hed 13 rebounds.
The Dutch failed to take adBig Rapids, being conducted vantage of two things they had
this week has included Holland going for them. They were inHigh School in its itinerary,
effective in working the ball
ranged.
to their bigger front-linemen’
Students from Ottawa County and therefore didn’t take adin the club are Bruce Nederveld vantage of their edgrTOBight.
from Hudsonville and Dan Secondly, they converted on
Pitcher, Larry Poel and John only 17 of their 32 attempts from
Snyder of Grand Haven.
the foul line (a 53 per cent avState College Men’s Glee Club,

the time required for the state

1-115 competition,clocking a
Miss Cathy Boyce and beWith
assured at
friend Sheila, both students
. - victory
......
q«. that
mai
Grand Valley State College vis- P0,nt’. the Panthers didn’t quit
ited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. working, as the freestyle
James Boyce last weekend.
composed of
Rick
"ttacuu. relay
.. - team
--Ul AUUl
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whipple SaJ5stra’ Terry Rithamel, Jon
have returned home after a Helder and Rick Zavadil tallied
few months spent in Texas. 5.econd position, leaving the
Mrs. Ethel Biller and Mrs. „antherswith a grand total of
Percy Webb attended funeral 283 points.
services of Mrs. Ann Krueger of
Coached by Henry Reest, the
Chicago last Thursday. Mrs. ranthers, with a 14-6 dual meet
Krueger was a former resident ™rd> s^nd place in the Inof Saugatuck. Rev. Robert Hann ydational Relays and first place
of the CongregationalChurch “the Invitational Championhere officiatedat the services stopis, will travel to the state
Mrs. Biller and Mrs. Webb ac- uass B swimming finals after
companied him home.
two weeks of grueling practice,
Mrs. James Boyce, Gordan A!- toe weekend of March 14-15, at
ler and Don Oyler attended the toe University of Michigan
Southwestern Michigan School Matt Mann Pool. The Panthers
Administration Association held jre eyeing first place, with
m East Lansing last Wednes- nopes pf beating Riverview who
day at the Kellogg Center at defeated the Panthers in dual
Michigan State University
meet competitionearlier this
Mrs. Florence DeGeatano and season.

j

at

,,

—

V

;

Miss Louise Crawford spent

Sunday and Monday in Chicago
Mr. and Mrs. John Diepenhorst Sr. have returnedhome
after two weeks vacation in
Florida. They visited Mr. and
Mrs. Hascall Pierce of Me11,252 points and was set from
bourne Beach, Fla., former
1953-57 by Gary Morrison, who
Saugatuckresident, and enjoyed
is now head basketball coach at
some fishing; also spent two
Olivet College.
days in Ft. Lauderdale.
The Kalamazoo forward-guard
Mrs. Martha Reimers of Chiwas runnerupin the league scor- cago is visiting her son and
ing race with a 19.7 point per
and wife, Dr. and’ Mrs. Leslip
game average.
Reimers of the Lakeshore On
Nusbaum is the third KalaMarch 2 she celebrated
WIN TROPHY — West Ottawa's swimming coach, Henry mazoo player to win the most Sunday
_____
her birthday.
Reest (left), and swimming co - captains,Dan Meyers
valuablehonor since it as in(center) and Chuck Nienhuis (right) proudly display the
itiated in 1947. Previous winners
trophy they won for the SouthwesternMichigan Invitational include Frank Walters in 1948-49
Swimming Championships at the West Ottawa Natatorium and 1949-50 and Manny Glasser
Saturday. The Panthersamassed 283 points to 239 for second
place St. Joseph. Eight teams competed. (Sentinelphoto)
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Address
Allegan Open Meeting
Judge Ray

to

ALLEGAN - Circuit Judge
Chester A. Ray, Allegan, will
address an open meeUng on
the crime situation in our coun-

m. Tuesday,
II»
the Griswold
Memorial Auditorium.
The meeting is part of the
,at 119:30. a
.
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^ace Relations Slowly

UolkyA

Improving, Club Told
Enormous changes in race
relations have occurred since

how^ ™'t0

j

humanitarian, told the
I itPrarv pi k m.

Literary dub

Allendale

HoU“nd'

noward Gnffm, noted

author-

(~argare,t Jane).

Suydan ot this area and one of
Tuesday after- two Home Economists serving

noon.

the Ladies meeting sponsored
by the Women's Committee of
Ottawa County Farm Bureau
March 11 at 11 a.m. to be held

Bureau building.
Mr.
He criticized the news media were’ hosts
th^ Bit^Fun
for not giving a fair picture of
Club Saturday evening. Attendriots in the ghetto, yet defended
ing were Mr. and Mrs. John
them too since it would be imBast, Mr. and Mrs. William
possible for a white photograph
Van Hartesveldt and Mrs. Clare
groups, Griffin said.

^

'

Dualiu

tbf

A

midst of skiers practicing for the
slalom races last Saturday one enterprising individual discovered a new approach to the slopes. Better safe than sorry,
he decided to sit on shovels for his descent. As yet his method
has not caught
(Sentinel photo)

to^

itiio

T

-

on.

land Hospital.

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Me
“I’m Proud of My Gregor and two children of

ard Graves of Holland, had an
article,

23.

Muskegon are living at

Town.” published in Grit Magazine Feb.
'
She mentioned community

Negro Baritone Draws

L „

Mr. Me
,Marquette.
.4 #

co-

364

Gregor

is

Chase ManufacturingCo.

birthdays of Mrs.

<‘"d

j0hnS°”

a

of Alfred T. Sirrine,77-year-old

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. How-

was

blrthday falni|yd'rmer

»hitrriWU>CUm.^ brata «*

beyond a black face forms

NEW APPROACH—In th6

^Ul^s,r7oyFN5!ellof
Ganges

h0"

^

color

at the Ottawa County Farm

the ghe«o on s^ch an oocasion

,

plant.

Allegan, Kent and Ottawa counties will give the program at

Moreover, some changes are
definite improvements and the
danger of a backlash no longer
is the threat it once was.
Yet, some changes are tragic,
particularlythe decreased ability to communicate with ethnic

,

Harold Ramsey who left Hoi- retired school teacher, stripped
land a few years ago to man- to the waist shoveling snow
age a new Chris-Craft plant at from his driveway in Grand
Stratford,Ontario, home of the | Rapids. Sirrine taught in HolCanadian Shakespearean Festi- land High School in the 1920’s.
]val, appears prominently in1
the latest promotional piece for It’s newcomer time. The folthe Stratford
lowing were welcomed here
Ramsey is shown proudly at during January:
the wheel of a cruiser . on • Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Davis
Stratford’s Lake Victoria with and four children of Denver,
the festival theatre in the Colo., are living at 172 West
background and all in
St- Mr. Davis is a salestoo.
man for Swift and Co.
How about some of the local Mr. and Mrs. Dennis PacaChris-Craft brass photographed nowski of Benton Harbor are
living in an apartment at 305
likewise?
West 30th St. Mr. Pacanowski
Joyce Graves, 11 - year - old is an x-ray technician at Hol-

-

!

Woman’s c,^8an ^ k-

sunny weather for several days
but resideiitsstill hold memories of the heavy snows around
the latter part of February.
UPI telephoto carried a picture

Jadm

ftmbuAh

_

|

6, 1969

*

Vi-"‘

school drive for the starving!lfQveA purcbas^d a home at
Biafrans, the drive for the Dek- ?,'9 Ac(!rnt:,1Dr,Mr Guss ,s w,th
ker Kidney Fund, the pride in £f"erfa,,^Jlctown when the Christian High ^following were welcomed

Applause'

u

.

mount Whlte men 8e,d0in *Ur* ^iane Clark> Mr- and* Mrs. Bar-

1 A

thoroughlyenjoyable con-

enthusiastic applause from an
audienceTuesday night in Hol.utni{te
land Civic Center.

^

SHtiK

:Sona«o»,nn

|

south the black educator stiii

has to pack his lunch because
he cannot obtain good food

in'J'

restaurants.

The

CTBSSH*

Home and

rJL

°!,ry,

predominant

°

t0 the b,ack P«>.Pl9- Lansing

'T1'**
a

Pression- Mr. Estes displayed
a voice of sin8ular beauty in a
program geared mostly to classical Sections but ending with

Mr

Elliott
?uch a,1‘time American favorin the dream of integration. d
Frank Elliott and chil- ites as the Shenandoah Sea
They know it won’t work, so .
«
t- 0 cn L
Chantv “I eot Plenty cf Nut
now the black man accepts the inkn’ ^r‘
^enneth
Gershwin's Porev and

M

^

realityof the white men in an
we^e en‘ Bess and thrt sDrdu^ He
imoased
In a sense tertained a birthdaydinner “on ' an.a “T66 ?P r‘tuate. He
imposed segregation
segregation. In a sense in the home Qf Mr and
Sang a fourth spiritual for an
the black man is giving up on
.
the white man and is following Larry Stephens in Holland re- i en£?re* . .
cently. The birthdaysof Jerry llT?e1 artl!t who won the Silver
his

own program oLachievement

^

.

Medal

and Robert Stephens, Lorna

Ci^i'oU

Tomeftinf

TchaikovskyInter-

rewTn

ce^hrated.
Johnson accUm

equated with black militarism or
violence ... end certainly

1

Miss Diane De Mots

a.
a

‘

Sg
P

.

^

j t

cit-

service.

there.

Gould.

end

all

day Thursday to

re-

p.m. and remained for

hence.
Election of officers was held
and the slate introduced in February was elected as follows:

com-

and Volkers, second, are juniors at Holland High

School. They will attend the full eight week

summer

session.

(Sentinelphoto)

Council for Arts Names
Interlochen Scholars
Two

Juniors at Holland High

^UKhen

‘S

^

CoSaginaw
Saeger

Alternate winner was Esther
Heerspink,daughter of Mr. and

James Heerspink,

Mrs.

229 West

18th St. Miss Heerspinkattends
Holland Christian High and plays
the organ.

.

The Holland Council paid for
half the scholarshipspart of
and four children of
,a trombon,8I. whichywere memorials to the
are living at 362 Marquette W)k , 0p ?0n,0[? ,n he comPeti* late Jean Jonoski, violinist,who
died in January.
Mr, and Mrs, R„be?, Egan
Kenneth
Volkers, son of Mr.
An out of town judge selected
and three children of Strasburg, Pa„ are living at 1235 and Mrs. Frank Hall. 1516 the semifinalists and the final
Euna Vista. Mr. Egan is vice- South Shore Dr., was the second selection was made by a comwinner. He is a pianist.
mittee from Interlochen.
president of Slickcraft.

^

0'

summer music program

emer^_^_

.

«

•

;

thM^can "speak

dZ*

Pan01

The Chamber of Commerce

received a letter some time
ago from El Paso, Texas, with
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ritsesuch a request.
ma
and one child of KalamaAnybody who has such information may write Mrs. Martha zoo are living at 190 West 15th
.....1221
..
Legeer.
Wagner Lane. El St. Mr. Ritsema is a student
ii Theological
iiicuiugiidi Semoem- »—
Paso, Tex., 7990rVThelamiTy at Western
had a parrot that could speak 10 w;'
Hollandschebut he
and MrS. .John she^rd
and child of Park Forest,

w
__

...

Elementary Pupils

. i -p.

ms
111.,

See

.

Dance Proaram
^

r/ne

died. ^

—

to

The morning before he was ?.re living at 48 West 35th ‘sti , Various elementaryclasses
scheduled
to leave
leave loi
for rest
rest and
and «Wa(er
r' Shel)herd,s witb Culliganfrom
Holland
end
Ottawa
uiea io
Public
Schools
andWest
St Francis
recuperationin Vung Tau, 1st
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Zin- de Sales Catholic School will

Servjce

KTSXrj

!

Peter

Dies at

so-

New

84

Products.

'

Forrest

Coggan

the

ceive articles. She also an- Family Night luncheon.
nounced a luncheon and guest
day in the tea room two weeks

Bogus $20

first place

Jial

WJBL.

Denise year.

Mrs. Johnson majored in
tic Specials Friday, March 14, Gould at the organ.
The junior high VYMF met ciology at Hope College.
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and said
the clubhouse would be open at the Ganges United Methodist
Wednesday from noon to 4 p.m. Church Sunday evening at 5

finalists in the Interlochen

petition, sponsored by the Holland Council for the Arts. Zingle,

vi

Hospital.

at

by Miss

two

his wife is a nurse at Holland 9:45 a m- and another at 1 p.m.
— will be given in the Holland
Johnson of Holt, Mrs. Earl Stout luf,' J°La T.h‘ 6 ! l00ked
as though his plans to meet
of Muskegon and Henry Florian
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Vanden Hi8h School auditorium.This
his sweetheart,an Army nurse
of South Haven, all employees
Bosch and two children of special event is being sponsored
of MESC. They attended the with the 36th Evacuation Hos- Grand Rapids have moved into by the Junior Welfare League,
pital in Vung Tau, would have
funeral of William Chambers of
their new home at 756 Plasman ; This >'ear s Program will feato
be postponed.
the local MESC office.
Mr. Vanden Bosch is owner of ture an introductionto the dance
But after three hours of radio station
a-s an art medium through crestitching,splints and bandaging
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Danles and ative rhythms,locomotive moveat an aid station, Shipley was
child of Grand Rapids are liv- ments and th9 wonderfulworld
Brill
given the okay for the rest. ing at 110 West Ninth St. Mr. |of creativity itself.
The only stipulationwas that he Danles is distributor for
Eorrest Coggan. an internareport to the hospital in Vung Baby
tionallyknown professionaldanMr. and Mrs. John R. Dalen- cer from Michigan, will perZEELAND — Peter Brill. 84. Tau for further treatment.
"That was one order 1 could burg of Chicago have purchased form- lle ^ a graduate of Michof 142 South Church St., Zee-

,

companied

go

Mr..

6HIIVI

1 hi5 85th birthday.
would call police, get out the visitingrelatives
Stephen
Johnson
of
MSU
spent
Forest Horn, route 1„ Fennriot plan, impose curfews, end
rumors would fly, particularlyin the weekend with his parents, vibe> 8011 °f Mr. and Mrs. Wiley
the ghettos where the grapevine Mr. and Mrs. Harold Johnson. Horn, Parking. Ark. is now
Denise Gould, a student
in the U.S. Army. He is
works faster. A carload of white
youths firing shots or throwing MSU, spent the weekend with stati°ned in North Carolina,
stones would set off the riot, and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Law- Jerri MuehlenbeckJohnson,
' °f route 2, Fennville, was one
the holocaust would be on. Noth- rence
Stephen Johnson was the solo- °* 28 Hope College seniors
ing further was ever learned of
the carloads of armed Negroes ist in the Sunday morning wor- awarded Bachelor of Art deheaded to burn down the town.” ship service at the United grees at the end of first semesMrs. J. W. Lang, club presi- MethodistChurch and was ac- ter of the present academic

dent, called attentionto the At-

available to

STWyk

!

Program.

ways is

,be

°'

rerei'v^

Roy
guests

-

.

.

Mr. and Mrs. William De

critical acclaim for his intemre
Mr- and Mrs- Alfred
for his mterpreCommunism which the black and son of Chicago, Mr. and Uve .art‘str>'and P°wer of comman has rejected long ago as a Mrs. Francis Schulster of Hills- mJ*I?lcatlon.
dale and Mr. and Mrs.
^splaying dramatic ability as
white man’s’ philosophy.
Newman
of Ganges were
- s an excePn°nal voice.
“In collecting his fragmented
Mr. Estes captivated his audi- Vander’ Cook CoS^ot Must
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Marvin
Newindividualism, the black man
ence in fine renditionsof selecis charting his own course, man the weekend to help them
celebrate
their
36th
wedding
tioI!s ^ iucb composers as Mobuilding his own dignity and
30 Wedding iS bein®
anniversary which was Feb. 27. -ar1, Schubert, Brahms and
looking up to his own black
Mrs. Schuster is the former Verdi, and the mischievous
heroes. And the black man is
Margery
Newman of Ganges.“Song of the Flea"
. by Moussorg------ o
going to succeed, and in sucOfficer CandidateSchool at
Ganges
Home
Club
will
meet
y’
real,y
a
satire
on
favorites
Yorktown, Va.
ceeding will bring benefit to
Thursday afternoon. Each mem- in general,
all.”
He is currently serving aboard
Griffin, who became black at ber will make a contribution • he Promi?,n8artlst has sung the Coast Guard cutter Burton
will
through mecucauon
medication aooui
about ^° |be
Island at Long Beach, Calif.
u inrougn
Hamburp^Npw Vnrk
a decade ego before writing J^.Orrin Ensfield wiU give Hamburg^New York and ChicaJohn Walker of Utica spent
“Black Like - Me,” spoke of the religious thoughts.
the weekend at the home of his
The Family Night for the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bud
serving on a committee investiUnited Methodist ^uutui
Church was
Walker.
gating riots in 25 American
wasi
f
ies and found they all followed Sowtey with a potluck luncheon t
l
World Day of Prayer will be
the same
® P-m- followed with a hymnobserved at the Glenn United
“The mayor of a city would sin8 and Leoten
Charles Vojvodic, Nancy and Methodist Church at 2 p.m. Frireceive a call from another Mr. and Mrs. Herman Strem- ! Uarl, and Wayne Stokes, Mr. day. Hollie Brown of South
town saying that town was go- ler and Rosemary attended a ai!d Mrs. John Vojvodic and Haven will be the speaker.
ing up in flames and 500 cars family gathering at Borculo re- Hick spent Monday evening with
«... „ »,. .i,
with armed Negroes were head- cently to visit with a cousin Mr. and Mrs. Matt Vojvodic,
ed to do the same. The mayor from Lynden, Wash., who was helping Mr. Vojvodic celebrate

.

INTERLOCHEN SCHOLARSHIPS-Mark Zingle, trombonist,
standing, and Kenneth Volkers, seated at the paino, are the

to Saeger of Villa Park, 111., are
to
*TinCeH
Double "spots Immediately *to put about to move into 833 Knoll,7n‘
?a“e»ter, D,ane alt and sand „„ a„ ic
crest and temporarily are living 01 .^e Hjll eight-weeksummer
to Allen H. Steenwyk, son of > sectj0n
across the street. Mr
r
Aby
MM,cannM«\Henry
A“ slre*' departmentvehi- is a sales accountant with (I,anLd y™?01 or t!1\|Ar s'
^la,k Zui8le> 50,1 of Mr. and
s“Pbom”re eles have radio communication Harris Pie
Calvin College and Mr. _a handy arrangement in case Mr. and Mrs. Roger Sharar
^hHard C" Zi"8le «f

not

pattern.

Over-

streets.

tin"

^ln,anfd

'm,is ,or ,he

February.

lights.

Saturday.

n w/

120

out boots or rubbers is indeed wife at Holland Hospital
rare here in
The Rev. and Mrs John
Of course, winter is not yet Dralsma and four children of
oyer, and chances are we can Des Plains. 111., have moved instill have a good snowfall, t0 the parsonage of Holland
No longer does an employe Heights Christian Reformed
of the street department get up Church at 832 East Eighth St
every morning at 3 a.m. to Rev. Draisma is the new pascheck the weather to see if the tor of the church
men must be called to plow The Rev. and Mrs. Robert
snowy
Winter and two children of
Two employes alternate on Grand Rapids have moved into
the night shift and keep a the parsonage of Grace Epissharp eye on the weather. copal Church at 552 Elmdale.
This arrangement has worked The new rector find his family
well. In case of freezing rain came from Grand Rapids,
. .....
and slick highways, a man al- Mr. and
Mrs. William G.

from am'
Hoassocib. pie gusto the
to £amut
fine lyrical
ex.

n° ong? believe Mr. and Mrs. Roy

.

l ,
have purchased

Mr. and Mrs. Harlan

Training

E

in ^[ackjmen

111.,

ci

Community Concert Association
and plans are under way for
a membership campaign March

a

:

nr

of Berwyn.

^1."

Joyce is the girl who baked

Zi:

It was the fourth concert of
the current series of the Holland

•
to see
seeS tion
attended
the
white
bnlv
aucuuru
luc Michigan
«*M--*uganAssociawnue society
society has
nas onlv
only to
see
of Western
c,
man's xace,
fare i tion
Western
Horse Clubs
in
a
roans
inr, of
nnnoi
Avkiki»n««
___
in a mans ace’ | Inc. Annual exhibitors seminar
and all the unconscious racism at Mjchigan State university's
comes into play. . . a situation Live stQck pavj|ion at
.

hH

miU

17-22 for the 1969-70 season with
the Indianapolis Symphony and
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Gooding the Columbus Boychoir as high-

state

inMle r
Windisianri

Band marched in the Inaugural
Parade. Tulip Time and

Engaged

young Negro bass-baritone,drew

i
a&tts

He was a member

the

Second Reformed” Church and

WMrera!!HadMrC0rlu,«nt

Bill

of

!

zjsr.

»

pital

by

?,usan

t,Ti: s

L

..

r

this girl friend’ Lt- and chi,d

from the

of Stfugatuck have

Merritt of Holland'Phased a home' at 736 Aster

™

sut a**

said.

**

*

University of Wiscon-

sin.

:

\A/;rLQO

f ckf
Supply

Home

Coggan was also the top graduate at the Japan Logistical
Command Entertainment-Music
Workshop in Yokohama, Japan
in 1952 and was the recipientof
the Best Achievement Award”
, for a television riinwinn spmi.
SuPPly nar at Michigan State Univer-

Montigu^ of bugles Lawerence building of the new churih. At 1 Jlad coming.” he
How about some choice philtO
to Police
the time of his death he was ! The c 0 m b i n a t o n of his osophieal
er of
we amplify
haTthe^llnwIn^'^^c8^’3 member
of Zeeland Board of woundswolinds' plus the personalized
personalized,
. our
________ o„
Mrs. Robert DeNooyer, presi•Vorks
and
had
served
attention
led
Shipley
to
spend
so
loudly
drown
out
a- b .
tiJ"
Mr.
and
mSI
W°rks
and
had
served!8"8"'^
Shipley
to
spend
*>
loudly that
that they
they
drown
out
dent: Mrs. G. S. MacKenzie,
board for the past 20 hLs ent|re leave at the hospi- [be steady hum of a
. 'Vlck(:s IIome
first vice president; Mrs. Thomtal, and despite the difficulties, *bat is in fine working order. ^°' f exP€c
be in its •.
^
_____
Ti'mmiit
..... ®
now brntmn (Hp aIH Kwuio.- 10 Jya»as De Free, second vice presi- received Monday when it was ' Mi’1 and^rs" R^y Van I>«g‘o;; years
He
began
in the cement con- ' be found time to propose to Equality is not something 0fw 0lfa11,0n’ old Kroger
He has been a lecturer,guest
dent: Mrs. John Schutten, re. turned in by Roger L. Naber, Douglas, Carroll iSargent of trading business with his L1- Merritt. On Christmas day y°u demand in mobs. It
building, at 31st St. and
artist and instructor at many
Ganges, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Le
cording secretary: Mrs. Wil- 93 West 33rd St.
father and many of Zeeland'sshe accepted his
something you earn as indi- 1 Michigan Ave. by April 9.
universitiesin the United States
Naber was informed the bill Fevre and sons of Whitehall and
liam Van’t Hoff, corresponding
sidewalks were laid by them. H the two officers can ar- i v‘duals. — Booker T. Washing- : Al a b^eheon held Tuesday
Mrs.
Herbert
Whittoff
and
Roy
end
has been stage director and
was
bogus
when
he
was
making
secretary, and Mrs. John HeyHe had also been a bridge | ranf>e a mutual leave in May,
noon m *be Warm Friend Hotel choreographerfor numerous
a deposit at Ottawa Savings and of Wayland.
boer, treasurer.
building contractorand built , they plan to be married in . ^be big news about America Uloyd Tessin, local manager of drama and dance Droductions
Mrs. Frank Dielman was Loan Association for a Young Members of the VFW Auxiliseveral bridges in Kent and Hong Kong. “We want to make Is i1.01 Jbjtt we have so MANY tbo Wickes Home Supply Co., for stage, television and radio.
Calvinist
group.
ary
entertained
at
the
clubhouse
named a director for one year
it an international affair,” faulls but that we have so and Richard Me Farland, MetHe is presentlyforming a new
The Young Calvinistshave Friday evening at a pink and Ottawa counties. After disconand Mrs. Joseph W. Lang and
’ FEW compared to other na- ropolitan supervisor,were in- producing unit for resident and
tinuing the cement contracting Shipley
blue
shower
honoring
Mrs.
Joe
been
collecting
money
for
their
Mrs. James Lamb for two
business, he was the owner
If that doesn’t work they tlons- Thou8h far from perfect. Produced to several Holland touring operations presenting
trip to Estes Park, Colo., in Erlewine of Douglas.
years.
and
operator of the Brill Manu- both return home the’ same
areu BEST YET °n any area businessmen,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Archie
Bushee
works based on Western HemisAugust to attend the Younfc Calvinists’conventionthere. It is and Mr. and Mrs. William facturing Co., building furni- day in October and will be honest human scale- 0ur task At the luncheon were W. A. pheric sources.
is not to develop a “Great So- Butler, editor and publisher of
Consent Judgment
Coggan’s professionalbacknot known where the phony bill Bushee were dinner guests of ture, which he later sold to the married in the states.
ciety" but to continue improv- The Holland Evening Sentinel,
Townsend
Manufacturing
Co.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hugh
Harper
of
came from, police said.
ground of 25 years includes beGiven in Local Case
Surviving are the wife, Lois;
The January issue of the ing the GREATEST SOCIETY Mayor Nelson Bosman, City ing a specialist in theatre dyGraafschap Rd. Thursday eveW. W. Manager Herbert Holt, Guy namics. He is a member and
two
daughters,
Mrs.
Charles
GRAND RAPIDS - Federal
Michigan National Guardsman we already have.
ning. Richard Harper left TuesBell, superintendent of the consultantto many state and
District Judge Noel P. Fox has
day for Williamsburg N.Y., (Betty Jean) Dykhuizen and contains a story of two local Seifert.
Mrs. Gerrit (Maxine) Vogelaar Guardsmen who were “at the
Board of Public Works, Willard national advisory boards of
signed a consent judgment for
where he is employed.
Wichers,director of the Nether- cultural organizationsand is
$3,181.80 in a case brought beThe Girl Scout troop of Pearl both of Grandville; six grand- right place, at the right time” Marriage Licenses
A bridal shower was given in will be present at the Pearl children;five great - grand- to save the life of a Holland
lands Information Service, currently a member of the
fore the U.S. Department of
Ottawa County
Labor against Reliable Cycle honor of Joanne Merritt at the United Methodist Church Sun- children; one sister, Mrs. Jean- resident.
Merle David Bremer, 21, Richard Carter of the Holland Michigan Arts Council.
and Hardware of Holland, home of Mr. and Mrs. David day morning for the worship ette Elenbaas of Orlando, Fla.; Russell Geerts, 21, and Ken- Hamilton,and Mary Lou Slagh, Ladder Co., Roscoe Giles, exec- Assisting in the program are
charged with paying less than Merritt in HudsonvilleWednes- service. Several will take part. one sister-in-law,Mrs. Hilda neth L. Haveman, 20, were re- 20, Zeeland: Duane A. Burke, utive vice - president of the members of the modern dance
the minimum hourly wage and day evening.
They will serve coffee, punch Weersing of Grand Rapids; and turning home from a weekend 21, Katherine Humphreys,
Holland Chamber of Commerce,
______ _____ class at Hope College instructThose present were Mrs. and cookies following the ser- several nieces and nephews.
no overtime to some 35 workers
drill at Custer training area Hudsonville; Michael C. Myrick, James Hallan, president of the ed by Mrs. Robert DeBruyn Jr.
Helen Merritt, Joane Merritt, vice which begins at 10:30.
since February,1967.
near Battle Creek when they 20, and Sally Lamberts, 20, Chamber of Commerce and Mrs. DeBruyn is a member of
The order, signed late Tues- Mrs. Edna Snip and Karen, Bud Walker returned home Sf. Francis de Sales
came upon an automobileacci- Holland; James Norman Dodge, vice-president of Brooks Prod- the Holland Council for the Arts
day enjoins the company from Mrs. Richard Spencer, Mrs. from Douglas Community Hosdent just east of Holland city 19, and Jo Ann Putnam, • 17, u -s Inc"., Henry S. Maentz, and was recentlyappointedto
Group Holds Meeting
further violations and requires Alvin Brower, Mrs. Donna pital Saturday after having
limits.
Holland;Kenneth Lee De Boer, ' Resident of the First National the Michigan Arts Council by
observance of minimum pay Hozenaar, Bonnie Brower, Mrs. surgery.
Thomas, vice- former Gov. George Romney.
Finding Robert F. Graham, 21, and Merry Lynn Streur, 18, Bdnl(
Sister Judith, Superior at
scales of $1.30 an hour at pres- Bertha Timmer, Mrs. Dorthy
The Commission on Education Mount Mercy School in Grand a Holland resident,in a pool Holland ; Lester Dekker, 44, and presidentof First National
Students taking part will be
ent, $1.45 in 1970 and $1.60 in Potgeter, Mrs. Beatrice Potget- held a meeting at the Pearl Rapids, addressed members of of blazing gasoline,the pair and c,arissa Snyder, 41, Holland.
Bank.
Joyce Bergmann, Jane Brack1972, or such changes as may er, Mrs. Ruth Langerah, Mrs. United Methodist Church Wed St. Francis de Sales Home and an unidentifiedolder man
enridge, Carol DeLong, Judy
be amended in federal laws. Louise Spencer, Mrs. Mary nesday evening. Plans were School organization at the pulled him from the inferno,put Tools Missing
DeSmidt, Elaine France, Peggy
Marriage Licenses
The order also requires time Snip, Mrs. Dick Kamer, Mrs. made for Easter Sunday.
McNamara, Debbie Noe and
fourth meeting of the year last out the flames and adminis- NUNICA - State police are
Ottawa Countv
and a half for overtime beyond Marilyn Kamer and Mrs. ShirJeanne Salbers.
Coast Guard Ensign James Thursday.Her talk was enti- tered first aid. Haveman ex investigatingtheft of $1,000
James Grooms, 45, Hamilton, Junior League co-chairmen
ley Merritt. Games were played L. Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. tled “Your Child and You.”
40 hours a week.
tinguished the fire using an worth of assorted tools and and Bessie Weaver, 51, HolEd :Vos of Reliable Cycle said and lunch was served. Miss Luther R. Jones, route 3, FennMsgr. J.A. Moleski opened aerosol extinguisher he carried equipment missing from a gar- land; Eugene Foster; 25, Fenn- for the program are Mrs. Frank
federal regulations had -called Merritt will marry Dennis ville, recently visited the U.S. the meeting with prayer and
in his car.
age on the property of Elton ville. and Mary Ellen Wol- Boonstra and Mrs. Norman
for overtime payment when a Brower April 25.
Coast Guard Cutter Mellon. En- the president, Jim Weber, conA picture of the two men Vincent on State Rd. here. The dring, 23, Holland; Richard Ka kman. Mrs. Delwyn ' Van
company did $1 million annual The Ladies’ Aid was held sign Jones, a former electronic ducted the meeting.
which earlier appeared in The owner had last checked the Lynn Bryan, 22, and Estella Dyke and Mrs. David Vandei^
volume of business and that last Wednesday afternoon with 23 technician first class, was in
Mothers of the third grade Sentinel was on page 1 of the building Feh. 24. On Saturday De Luna, 18, Holland; Timothy Leek are arranging transportayear the figure was cut to $500,- present. Hostesses for after- the commissioningcrew aboard hosted the evening. The closing
tion for the students. Mrs. JoIf
January
j he found a door which had been
Vender Meiden, 21, and Ro- Tysse is in charge of ushers for
000. The limitationthis year is noon were Mrs. Rena Kalman, the Mellon prior to his deparprayer was given by Father
i j nailed shut had been forced berta Lee Brack, 18, Grand
and Mrs. Grace Kreuze,
$250,000, he said.
the event and Mrs. Ed Shidler
ture last September to attend Francis Murphy.
Holland has been basking in j open.
Haven.
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Sunday School
Lesson

1

Thursday by

Resthaven Guild Friday evening

W. A. Butler
Miter and Publlther

formed Church. The picturesdepicted nature scenes synchronized with sound effect and re-

cordingsof appropriate sacred

to delight all the fans.

musical selections.

Mu

Special music was given by
Mrs. Ben Altena singing "Hold
Thou My Hand" and "It Wes
His Love for Me," accompanied
by Mrs. Dick Vander Meer.

Mrs. Robert Vander

ofta ............. 392-2311 Jesus with a question.
publishershall not be liable
The three gospels tell the
error or errort in printing
ilng unless a proof of story. Although he had youth,
iS*
wfth•JCS!"
advertisingshall have been
power, position, and wealth he
^otuned by advertiser and returned
* Um® ,or ‘'"frfctionswith was dissatisfied. We have people
such errors or corrections noted like him in our society.His restplainlythereon, and in such case
“ env error so noted is not cor- lessnessdrove him to Jesus.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
ion for
Og* War. |S 00; six n.inths, was an unusal question
M; three months. $1.75; single young man in bits position
p

Meer

Mrs. Gerrit De Haan,

presi-

dent.

installed the following
Guild officersin a candle light-

BRONZE STAR TO KNOLLS -

Mr. and Mrs.

Bernard Knoll, 286 Home Ave., (center) rewKh "V” device
for valor which was awarded posthumously
to their son. Sgt. Robert E. Knoll from Major
J.W. McFarland of Kalamazoo on Friday
afternoon at their home. Looking on is Lt.

ceived the Bronze Star medal

a

Peter Brosonski (left) Sgt. Knoll’s immediate
superior in Vietnam and personal friend who
came to be present for the award ceremony

and to visit with the Knolls. Mrs. Knoll is
reading the citation which accompanied the
medal, at the right on the table. Also shown is
the Purple Heart medal. (Sentinelphoto)

Holland Hero's Parents

Get Medals Posthumously

1

a door to the young

man

but

Jesus referred the young
people

bring up questionsconcerning
the traffic problems on South
Shore Dr. and most people who
have been de-touring for many
months no doubt are glad to
have the drive open again. This
has brought up another problem and that is the speed with
which some people are traveling not only on South Shore
Dr. but in many other parts of
the area.

he

Heroism among servicemenin

man

to the commandments of the
second table of the law which
deal with man's obligations to
his fellow men. The young man
replied that he had kept these
from his youth. Jesus loved

v'^en 1 ls rewarded

humously

it

important to

becomes

the

post-

doubly

families of

these heroes as it was for Mr.
286
Home Ave.

and Mrs. Bernard Knoll,

On Friday afternoon, Major
J. W. McFarland came from

young man and told
him to sell what he had and Kalamazoo where he is a progive all to the poor. Jesus knew fessor at Western Michigan Unithis fine

Cathy Chrispell; clean-up chairman, Kandy Hardy. We also
started decorations for our InternationalFriendship Party.
Mrs. Jaehnig made popcorn for
sergeant. He was recommended our treat. Laurie Bruursema,
for promotion to staff sergeant. scribe.
He also had held a slot for an The O-Ki-Ci-Ya-Pi Camp Fire
officer as a platoon leader. He group met at the home of Mrs.
was a very fine man and a Walter Kuipers on Feb. 17 and
had our Camp Fire supper of
credit to his country.”
The citation with the Bronze chicken. Each one brought some
Star medal read in part: "For food and we had a dessert for
heroism in connection with mili- our treat. On Feb. 24, we met at
tary operations against an the home of Mrs. Fred Lound.
armed hostile force in the Re- We made puppets the last two
public of Vietnam, Sgt. Knoll weeks; today we made the
distinguished himself while bodies out of cloth— like wool,
serving as a squad leader with cotton, felt and velvet. We
Company A, second battalion. made the hands out of felt.
35th Infantry, 4th Infantry Diane Lound furnished the
treat. Laura Martin, scribe.
Division.

that wealth controlled the young versity, to present the Bronze
man and thereforemade this Star medal with "V" device
stern demand.
for valor to the Knolls, whose

ing in all kinds of weather as
well as every day in the year . .
Every year there are more
people driving and this is bound
to cause more violationsunless
jve are able to find ways to
educate the people who drive
to be more careful about their
driving.

While we are on the subject
of vehicle traffic again we say
that we think there should be
some effort made to regulate
the truck traffic. We continue to
receive complaints about the
large trucks traveling over River, Michigan and State streets.

young man made Jesus say, mony.
"How hardly shall they that Lt. Brosonski said "Sgt:
have riches enter into the king- Knoll was a fine soldier and I
dom of God.” These words was going to recommend him
shocked the disciples who for a direct commission as an
officer.
thought that prosperity was a
He came to the platoon as an
sign of God's approval. In order
E5 with no experienceand imto make his point clear Jesus
mediately took over as a squad
added. "It is easier for a camel
leader and after his leadership
to go through the eye of a neewas recognizedhe was immedle than for a rich man to endiately moved to acting platoon
ter into the kingdom of God.”
These words teach that it is impossible for a man who is controlled by his wealth to enter
God’s kingdom.

1

The surprised disciplesasked.
So if you wish to help, take the
matter up with the city fathers. "Who then can be saved?" The
answer of Jesus is comforting.
"With men it is impossible but
Mrs. J.
not with God: for with God all
things are possible." Wealth ofDies at
ten promotes pride, a feeling of
independence,which dull spiriGRAND HAVEN - Mrs, Ja- tual desires.
cob Ver Murlen, 86, of Grand
III. Jesus not only makes deHaven, died in the North Otmands but he also promises retawa Community Hospital here
wards. Peter’s words. "Lo. we
Saturday afternoonwhere she
have left all, and followed thee”
had been a patient since Feb.
made Jesus say that any one
13.
who had given up valuables for
Surviving are one daughter, his sake and for the sake of the
Mrs. Clarence Gelakoski of gospel would receive a hundredGrand Haven; nine grandchil- fold recompensenow and "in

conduct medal, Combat Infantryman’sBadge, marksmanship awards and the Gold Star

Pfc.

William L. Petersen, 20, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Kars Peter-

Bay Dr., has
been assigned to the 1st
Armored Division at Ft.
Hood, Texas as a personnel

a

Dogger, first vice president;
Mrs. Ruth De Wolfe, second
vice president; Miss Necia Dc
Groot, secretary; Mrs. Willis

graduate of Holland Christian High School was a cadet
at the U.S. Naval Academy
for a year before going to
Grand Valley State College
for a year. He was drafted in
spring 1968 and took basic
at Ft. Knox, Ky., and Ft.

Van Vuren, assistantsecretary;
Mrs. Bert Bruischart, treasurer; Mrs. Edward Spruit, assistant treasurer.

Mrs. George Glupker, chairman of the committee for furnishings for the new east wing
of Resthaven Home, reported

1966

Dix, N.J.

while the Squires swished the

again all Squires as midway
through the stanza their lead
had reached 12 points, 28-16.
The Chix fought back in the
latter part of the quarter, and
at half Zeeland had cut the
Calvin Christian lead to eight,

social hour followed. The

34-26.

In the third period the taller

Henry Becksfort served refreshments with Mrs. John Beltman
and Mrs. Garry Prins pouring

a

buffet table centered with
arrangementsof white and
yellow tapers.

formed Church.

ALASKA BOUND - Airman
1/C Donald L. Smith, son of

Mr. and Mrs. James Smith
of route 1, Zeeland, is spend-

ing a furlough at his home
after completingtraining at

Shephard AFB in Texas.
After April 1 he will be sta-

tioned at Elmendorf AFB
near Anchorage, Alaska.

A daughter,Anita Christina,
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond

brought the treat. We finished

Rhonda Ten

Brink,

on Friday in CommunityHospital, Douglas.

in 17 attemptsor 35 per cent.

Try as they might Zeeland
could not break the game open
as they had many times in the

the gap.

Time proved to be Calvin
Christian’sbiggest enemy. With

Calvinist Cadet Corps

time running out they had

Has Winter Snow Derby

to

the floor. The Squires had come
within two points, 63-61, with 20

Camp

Fire

sang the following songs: "Ho,
"Processional,"

"Closing Song,"- and "Recessional.” Diane Moes treated.
Jane DeYoung, scribe.
On Feb. 17, the WaKanKa 4th

AT PLEIKU, VIETNAM Army Pfc. Ken Vanderwell,
18, son of Mr. and Mrs.

grade Camp Fire group
Waukazoo met at the home

George Vanderwall, 39 West
19th St., has been assigned

of
of

their leader, Mrs. Johnson.We
discussedhow we would sit

and walk at our

We

fense which held the hot Calvin
Christian squad to six baskets

The Squires refused to fall
then a few points behind,
and each time they did fall behind they fought beck to close

International FriendshipParty.
We also made the invitations

mereclean-up.
scribe.

The Chix comeback was paced by the fine scoring and board
work of 6'5" junior center Mark
Raterink, and a stiffening de-

foul the Chix, who not as cold
from the charity line as from

our table decorationsfor our

Step Along,"

iod.

past.

lapel pins.

The 4th grade

The Young Blue Birds met on
Feb. 20 with nine girls present,
one absent. We had our Blue
Bird Wish and song. We made
leather coin purses. Sandy
Hibma was drawn for lunch
next week and Rhonda Ten
Brink furnished refreshments
of ice cream sandwiches this
week. Kathy VanVleet had

Chix began to use their advantage to slowly slash into the
Squire lead, and finally take a
48-47 edge into the final per-

more

Rocha, route 1, Fennville,

Girls of Holland Heights met on
Feb. 24 and went to Jefferson
School for a Sing A-long and

Age 86

led by the hot hand of Doug
Mulder who talliednine points

net eight times in 20 attempts
for 40 per cent.
The second quarter was once

George Deur, Henry Vander
Veen, Alex Van Zanten, Gerrit
Wolbert, Henry Woodruff and

at

for Coach Norm Schut’s band
of Chix.
Calvin Christian jumped to an
early first quarter 17-14 edge

ting only 5 of 23 for 22 per cent,

Mesdames Andrew Steenwyk,

floral

credentials.
The Chix came out on the top
end of a 65-61 score, but the
victory was anything but easy

Zeeland was unusually cold
from the floor in the period hit-

on the progress of the building
and plans for furnishings.There
will be 45 rooms with two lounges, and a lounge adjoining the
dining room which is being enlarged- Mrs. Gelmer Boven is
the other committeemember
representing Resthaven Guild.

A

division title all ready in their
pocket and hungry for some
tournament gold.
Calvin Christian just missed
the 4-C title and with a 15-4
mark of their own were not disturbed by Zeeland's impressive

in the period.

for our mothers. Laurie Bruursema, scribe.

VerMurlen

dren; 13

and leadership successfully dis- basic speed law after the car he
rupted the enemy’s flanking was driving west on Eighth St.
movement. Sgt. Knoll was hit a street sign at the traffic
mortally wounded during this island at Chicago Dr. Saturday.
action.”
Deputies reported neither he
In addition to the Bronze nor his passenger, Laverne
Star, Sgt. Knoll’s parents re- Bale, 48. was injured.
ceived the Purple Heart, good

HOOD - Army

specialist.Petersen,

Some reject the demands son. Sgt. Robert Knoll was killSafe driving is something we
"On Sept. 27, 1968, Sgt. KnoU’s
of Jesus. The rich young man ed in Vietnam on Sept. 27. 1968.
The 85 women who attended
have called to the attention of
Also present for the ceremony company was under heavy fire Street Sign Hit
did so— “he went away sorrowthe meeting were welcomed by
our readers many times and
ful.” He was not yet ready to at their home was Lt. Peter and he immediately moved his
Ottawa county sheriff’sdepu- Mrs. Becksfort, guild represenwe have published many articles
give up his wealth to meet the Brosonski, Sgt. Knoll’s immed- men to the company front to ties cited Woodrow Wilson Bale, tative of the host church.
received from the National SafeThe March meeting of the
demand of Jesus. Did he ever do iate superior, who came by prevent a flanking action by
ty Council concerning safe driv50, of Coloma, for violating the
guild will be held in Third Rethat later? The departure of the plane to be present for the cere- the enemy. His quick actions
II.

AT FT.

ing ceremony: Mrs. Anthony

I

copy, 10e. U.S.A. and possessions I A.b
subscriptionspayable in advance asKand will be promptly discontinued
Jesus asked him a question.
if noi rem.,r,i
Subscribers will confer a favor "Why callest thou me good?" He
by reportingpromptly any irregu- added, "there is none good but
larity in delivery. Write or phone
one. that is God.” Jesus opened
*’2-231

Zeeland entered the contest
fresh from a record season with
a 15-1 mark and the O— K Blue

sen, 425 Big

conductedthe devotions.

rected, publishers liability shall not With enthusiasm and in humilauch a portion of the
•htlre cost of such advertisementity he ran to Jesus and kneeled
*• the space occupied by the error before him and asked, "Good
“•Ms to the whole space occupied
Master, what shall 1 do that I
ny Ouch advertisement.
may have eternal life? This

SOUTH SHORE DRIVE
IS OPEN AGAIN
We have had many

the Michigan high school basketball tourney, and if the
games continue in the style of
the Zeeland - GrandvilleCalvin Christiancontest it will
truly be a mad March, but one

in Maple Avenue Christian Re-

Many of
the students who make demands
have no right at all to make
them. One day a fine, cleancut. rich young man who had a
position of leadership came to

__

®

-

HUDSONVILLE
March
Madness began officiallyMonday night wth the opening of

has the right to do so.

cla»» pottage paid at

«o‘,
_

District Play

tures" at the regular meeting of

M

»2

Squires In

slides entitled"Singing Pic-

10:17-31

tfiu.

T','ph'in'

Guild Holds

Stuart Westing showed colored

the
Sentinel Printing Co. This lesson telis us that it costs
Office . 54 •
West to be a discipleof Jesus Christ.
Street Holland,
I. Jesus makes demands. He

f

Zeeland Tops

•

Discipleship

By C. P. Dame
Everything is questionedtoday. The old idea about the
mission of the church is criticised and what it means to be
a discipleof Jesus is redefined.

Tht Home of tfet
RolUnd City Ntwa
Published every

Resthaven
Regular Meet

The Meaning of

Mark

1969

Company

at Pleiku, Vietnam as a per-

ceremonial.

make cake
and cookies for the treat.
will all help

to the 278th Signal

DEMONSTRATE COMPASS-CalvinistCadets of

Gibson
Chapel are shown here demonstratingthe use of the compass
when they attendedthe anhtaal winter Snow Derby of the
Ottagan Council of the Calvinist Cadet Corps at the HollandZeeland campgrounds.

sonnel specialist.He contacted his home Thursday,
via ham raido operators
from Vietnam to California
to Holland and by telephone.
His address is: Pfc. Ken
Vanderwall,
68050070,

seconds left in the contest and
Zeeland in possession.The only
way to get the ball was to foul
and hope for a missed attempt,
but Zeeland’s Dirk Schrotenboer
calmly sank two free throws to
ice the victory for the Chix. The
win allows them to go on to
meet HudsonvilleUnity Christian Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in
the Hudsonville gym.
Zeeland hit on 25 of 77 shots
for 32 per cent in the contest,
while Calvin Christian made
three more shots from the floor
in 75 attempts for 37 per cent.
The Chix took 22 free throws
making 15 for 68 per cent, while
the Squires could manage onlv
five of 10 for 50 per cent.
Zeeland was paced by Schrotenboer with 21 points and 10
rebounds, Raterink with 16
points and 25 rebounds, and
Lloyd Plewes with 12 points.
High men for Calvin Christian were Steve Jurgens with
21 points and Mulder with 17
Welcome to March Madness.
Zeeland (65)

greet-grandchildren
On Feb. 17, the 2nd grade
the world to come eternal life.
and nieces and nephews in Hol- Jesus is ever honest
and there- 1 Busy Beaver Blue Birds of Debbie Wryer brought
col auu
uivugm the
me treat
ucm
land.
fore added the words, "with Van Raalte school met with for today. On Feb. 24, we went
persecutions.”and the warn- their lea(ler in the conferenceto the Sing A-long at Jefferson
ing. "But many that are first room to paint our elephant school and sang many songs.
The Ottagan Council or the had a chance to show off their
plaques. Mrs. Hufford and son Loie Ousplt brought the treat.
shall be last."
278th Signal Co., Pleiku,APO
Calvinist Ca«et Corps held their marksmanship by shooting at
Loree Hutchins, scribe.
David,
were
our
guests
and
Discipleship
costs
but
it
Admitted to Holland Hospital
San Francisco, Calif., 96278.
also helped with our painting. The 6th grade O-Ki-Ci-Ya-Pi winter Snow Derby, Saturday a specific target with an air
Monday were Mrs. Harvey Oet- pays in the end.
Judy Sloothaaktreated the group met Feb. 24 at the home at the Holland-Zeelandcamp- rifle. Points were given accordraan, 7 South Pine, Zeeland;
group. On Feb. 24, we visited of their leader. They sewed grounds.Fifteen groups repre- iqg to their shooting ability.
Sherry Alverson. 281 Garfield; Fnn iltw
the Post Office. We were intro- beads on their collar and sewed senting 10 area churches partiThe Cadets received other
FG FT PF TP
Anthony Westerhof,148 South 'ULUliy LAJHICb
up their gowns. Kathy Haiker cipated this year in this annual points by being orderly, showing
Van Dorp, g ..... 2
duced
to
our
Postmaster,
Mr.
5
160th Ave.; Rev. Ellsworth DykLouis Haight and had many brought the treat. Jane Ver event.
respect to judges, understanding
Mike Zylstra,g .. 3
Hold
7
stra, route 1, Zeeland; Mrs. GerThe derby is a contest where and working the problem, and
interesting things explainedto Beek, scribe.
Raterink, c ..... 6
16
rit Sprick, 611 West 23rd St.:
The Faculty Dames of Hope us by Mr. De Motts. While The 4th grade Camp Fire the Cadets are judged on their team co-operation.Trophies will
Plewes, f ....... 4
12
James Blood. 262 Taft, Zeelend;
Schrotenboer, f .. 8
Mrs^Alice De^Wetrd, 1425*01- College were entertained at the there- some baby chicks ar- girls of Van Raalte school visit- knowledge of various camping be presented later to the teams
21
Hoover ......... 1
0
tawa Beach Rd.; Mrs. Peter monthly meeting by Donald rj''ed ^ crates t0 be sent to ed radio station WHTC, where procedures as well as speed and with the highest number of
poinU.
•
ii. 0,ber states. We all thought they saw a news broadcast and self discipline.
Flaherty ........ 0
0
Baumann, route 2.
F.nn, assistant professor in the|lhey wcre s0 cu(e a„d wishKed
other very interestingthings. Each team pulled a sled,
Besides having fun, purpose of
De Pree ........
0
2
Also admitted Monday were drama department ot Hope we could have taken some As we left, we were each given holding basic camping needs, the Snow Derby was to help the
Sherman D. Tice. 216 Columbia College, at the meeting held in j home with us. Mrs. Spoor also a record. Becky Donalson from station to station. There Cadets to live up to their motto,
35 15 12 65
Ave.; Ernest De Jonge, 567 104th
the Juliana Room of Durfee accompanied our group. Jamie brought a birthday treat and were six stations,five of which "Living for Jesus."
Calvin Christian (61)
Ave.; Mrs. Myrtle Lundie, 147
Pam Bakker also brought a were compass reading, first aid, Teams participation were
FG FT PF TP
East 19th St.; Rhonde Ricketts.
treat. Betsy Macicak, scribe. fire building, lashing and knot from the Calvininst Cadet Clubs
g .....
2
1701 Columbus; Todd Ridgway, acquainted the members with a leader.
The Okani Camp Fire group tying, and sled racing. At each of Ninth St., Calvin, Central
Jurgens,g ...... 10 1 3
196 Elwill Ct. (discharged same
visual phenomenon being used The 3rd grade Happv Blue met Feb. 18 at the home of of these stations the boys were Ave., Pine Creek, Faith, and
Duimstra, c .....
3
day); Terry Nash, 105 Madison; in a course at Hope College to Birds of Lakewood school held Mrs. Jaehnig. We elected new to answer questions or were to Park Christian Reformed
t
......
1
3
Barbara De Young, Hamilton: develop expressionand creati- their meeting at the home of officers as follows: president, demonstrate specific problems churches. Also Cadets from
Mulder, .......
j
Lillian Berry, 838 South Shore vity of the students through their leader, Mrs. Brown. We Lori Viening; treasurer, Laura
presented to them by the judges. Gibson Chapel, Maranatha,
Hemmes .......
l
Dr.
scribe, Laurie The sixth station was the Prospect Park, and Maple
the use of film composition. sang the pledge and elected Beek
jjpdc ......... *, ..2
1
Discharged Monday were Mrs.
Following Mr. Finn’s presen- new officers as follows: presi- Bruursema; treat chairman, "mystery spot." Here the boys Avenue churches participated.
Westdorp ........
0
Donald Milton and baby, route tation devotions were given by dent, Molly Pelon; vice presi3, Zeeland; Robert Johnson, Mrs. Isla Van Eenenaam and dent, June Baerk; treasurer,
SOLDIER OF MONTH
Totals
28 5 17 61
Hamilton; Donald J. Greven- Mrs. Richard Foushee. a special Dawn Van Eden; secretary,
Arjny Pfc. William B. Goor;oed, 96 West 19th St.; Henry guest for the even, was intro- Kathy Brown. We finished our
man, 21, son of Mr. and
rouwer, route 3. Zeeland; Nic- duced. Dr. and Mrs. Foushee catch-all boxes. We are also
Mrs. Fred Goorman, route
holes Hoffman, 233 West Lake- are new to Hope College at the making a Blue Bird Wish board,
2, Zeeland, was named Solwood Blvd.
beginning of second semester, Mrs. Brown served the treat.
dier of the Month for the
Dies at
and Dr. Foushee is teaching in Monica Sobota, scribe.
63rd Armor’s 1st Battalion
the history department.
The new president of the
Three Grass Fires
at Ft. Riley, Kan., Jan. 17.
Mrs. Marie Huizenga, 74,
New officersof the next aca- Blue Bird group of Blue Star
He is a tank driver in Com201 East Ninth St., died M01
Reported by Deputies
demic year were announced by school called their meeting to
pany A. His address is:
pay afternoon at a local nur
Ottawa county sheriff’s depu- the nominating chairman, Mrs. order on Feb. 18 at 3:30. Lena
Pfc. William B. Goorman,
mg home foUowing an extende
ties logged three grass fire Roger Rietberg. President will Laakson passed out her treat
US 54982934,Co. A, 1st Bn.,
tut, She was th* widow <
be Mrs. Williapi VanderLugt; and Diane Vandenbelt read the
reports Monday.
63rd Armor, Ft. Riley, Kan..
in ,q?oUI cinga wh0 died
66442.
Minor fires were reported at vice president, Mrs. William report. We discussedthe Singd ?he was a member <
VanderBilt; secretary, Mrs. A-long and started our puppets.
Sixth Reformed Church; th
Quincy St. west of US-31 at
Richard Vandervelde,and treas- On Feb. 24, we went to the Sing
tadie?Aid Society; the Gol
11:40 a.m. and on Clover Ave.
Concealed Weapon
A-long at Jefferson School and
at 3 p.m. Deputies reported urer, Mrs. Lawrence Green.
Plans for the annual faculty learned many songs. Sally Luborwoftr
11,6 MOthei
Charge Is Made
firemen from Holland Township
progressivedinner were re- bers, Scribe.
No. 3 station were called to
Surviving
are
a
son,
Woodro
Holland police are charging
vealed and the chairman, Mrs.
The 6th grade O-Ki-Ci-Ya-Pi
douse the grass fire at 10611
Peggy Kepler, 21, Grand Haven, u,® of Coloma; two gram
Richard Vandervelde, announ- Camp Fire group met Feb. 17
Chicago Dr. at 5:30 p.m.
with carrying a concealed weapced it will be March 21 starting at the home of their leader and
grCat ' gra"‘
on after she was stopped in a children
at 6:30 p.m.
had their first ceremonial. After
car
on
the
way
to
South
Bend
Two Cars Collide
The meeting was concluded that, we sewed beads on our
Ind., Saturday night, and police Cyclist Hit by Car
Neither driver was ihjured with refreshmentsserved in a ceremonial costumes. Lee Ann
discovered the small hand weapwhen two cars collided in the George Washingtontheme. Kolean brought the treat. Jane
ALLENDALE - Jeffrey Sco
on, reportedly a .38 caliber reWest Ottawa High School park- Chairman of the hostessing com- VerBeek, scribe.
Van tec, ll, Allendale, receii
volver, in her purse. .
ing lot at 1:20 p.m. Monday mittee was Mrs. Daniel Paul
ed bruises and abrasions at 5:(
The 5th grade Camp Fire
The charge was made today p,m Thursday when he rod
but both cars had to be towed and her committee members group of Longfellowschool met
after police conferred with Otaway by wreckers, according to were Mrs. Edward Brand, Mrs. at the home of our leader, Mrs.
n>s bike across 68th Ave. aboi
tawa County ProsecutorJames
Ottawa county sheriff’s depu- Gordon Brewer, Mrs. Richard Neinhuis, and played games. WEST SHALL RISE AGAIN— For the third decoratedthe East Unit Commons as a town
miles south of Lake Micl
Bussard and the warrant was igan Dr. without looking an
ties. Deputies,who issued no Brockmeier,Mrs. D. Ivan Dyk- Kristi Van Dyke brought the
year in a row the Class of ’69 has taken the
in the Old West, complete with a wagon of
issued out of Holland District
ticket, identifiedthe drivers as stra, Mrs. Arthur Hielkema, treat. Karen Roberts, scribe.
was struck by a car drive
honors in Pep Week at Holland High School.
hay, wanted posters,saloon doors, and checkCourt.
Robert W. Ailiff, 17, of 945 Mrs. Marguerite MaedeU, Mrs.
The Okani Camp Fire group This year their theme w-as the Old West.
% Arttor Venroy, 24, Hudsoi
ered tablecloths.For their skit they presentHolland police stopped the car
Butternut Dr.f and Paul Fran- Harold Mikle and - Mrs. Zee met at the home of Mrs. Jaehvi.le The youth was treated b
Members of the senior class dressed in cowed a real Western “showdown."
on word from authorities in
cis Kroll, 17, of 457 136th Ave. Murray.
pig on Feb. 25. Juanita Silva
boy hats and holsters last week. They have
nis
family physician. State p<
(Sentinelphoto)
Grand Haven.
;
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Judith VJabeke Is Bride

Miss Lauralee Hayward

Of

Bride of Bober t Jacobs

Sgt.

Harold Elgersma

I
i:?.' •

1

,

Mrs. Patrick Allen Gravelin
(EssenburgPhoto)

Melissa Simmons
Mrs. Harold Elgersma
Tlie nuptials of Miss Judith of illusion tulle was held by
Kaye Wabeke and Sgt. Harold rosebud styled headpiece.
Elgersma were spoken in HudCompleting the bridal party
sonvilleFellowship Reformed were Miss Jean Elgersma and
Church Friday evening in the Miss Thelma Elgersma, bridespresence of Miss Mary Wabeke, maids, and Carl Elgersma and
maid of honor, and William Jack Elgersma, groomsmen.
Elgersma, best man.
Ushers were Harvey Elgersma
The Rev. Jack Van Heest offi- and Robert Wabeke.
ciated at the 7:30 p.m. cere- Barbara Wabeke was flower
mony for the daughter of Mr. girl and Douglas Wabeke was
and Mrs. Marvin Wabeke of ringbearer.
4149 Meadowfield,Hudsonville, The bride’s attendantswere
and the son of Mr. and Mrs. attired in floor-lengthgowns of
Clarence Elgersma of 1884 Port red velvet. The empire gowns
Sheldon St., Hudsonville.
had long sleeves and satin
Given in marriage by her trains. Headpieces of 11 rosefather, the bride wore a long- buds each complemented their
sleeved empire gown of peau ensembles.
de soie, styled with a lace Sgt. and Mrs. Elgersma plan
to reside at Ft. Lewis, Wash.,
bodice and tiered hemline. The
where he is stationed.They will
chapel train featured three tiers
of lace on the bottom. Her veil

Wed i

ToPatrick Allan Grave/ia
Melissa M. Simmons
ons. daugh- length with a gold brocade bow
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Sim- in her hair. She carried
mons of route 2, Fennville, be- single white rose.
came the bride of Patrick Allan Bridesmaids were Mrs. Kris-

/
1

a

Gravelin, son of Mr. and

Mrs.

Mrs. Douglas Dale Mass

tine Higgins, sister of the bride,

U
O

/

H

Saugatuck.

honor.

?

C

Mrs. Robert Allyn Jacobs
(Van Den Berge photo)

Alumni

Looks

Miss Barbara Jacobs, sister

Miss Lauralee Lilly Hayward
became Mrs. Robert Allyn Ja; cobs as nuptial vows were spoken at a 7:30 p.m. ceremony Friday in Grace Reformed Church.

j

:

k

of

the groom, were bridesmaids.
They wore longsleevedGeorgette gowns of shell pink featuring laticed Venice lace extending from the ruffled necklines
to the hemlines.Matching flowerette headpiecesof sheer braid
with pouf veils completed their
ensembles. They carried colonial bouquets of pink roses and
white pompons with streamers.

Dr

d

Mike Eastman was

best

man

and Howard Veneklasenand
Jack Kuiper were groomsmen.

!

.

Hayward escorted his Ushers were Dave Voss
j,oist of the Alumni Dutch Dance proDoug Schurman.
Meet in which it is hoped many daughter down the candlelit

and
of lace were used down the the couple will be at home at and Mar, Hardenlx,'
front panels and at the neck. 264 Wiley Rd.,
providing
’
Before leaving on an Eastern
live there until his discharge in line. A satmbow headpieceheld The new Mrs. Gravelin
•
former klomoen dancers will aisle to the nuptial setting of
August.
in place her veil. She carried a tended Central Michigan Uni- , (",lven , in marriage by her rel(lrn j0 {jon n,,.,.!,costumes two tree candelabra centered wedding trip the newlyweds
colonial bouquet of yellow sweet- versity, Mt. Pleasant, and will father the bride chose a white an(] kiompen and scrub the side. with kissing candles and enhanc- greeted guests at the reception
heart roses and carnations.continue her education in the satin floor length gown with wa|ks on Thursday md Fridav ed by white stock and pink held in the church social room.
On their return the couple will
Miss Laura Miller served as fall. Mr. Gravelinalso attendeddaisy trim around the neck mornjnos 0f Tulin Time week carnations.
maid of honor wearing a gold Central Michigan and will re- sleeves and hemline A detach- and then do a ,)0ptj0n ()r an of I The bride wore a floor-length reside in Big Rapids where the
*
qKIa train onri Inner (Inn**
« Ul
brocade A-line dress in floor turn in the fall.
gown of saki with venise lace groom will be a student at
Ferris State College.
circling the empire waist, the
on the long sleeved dress.
, P.ar lclP,a .ln^ mothers
Attendants at the reception
roll collar and the bishop
carried a bouquet of white
)nn^ UMI .v,)|m8s,.(’,'s sleeves.
included
Mr. and Mrs. David
chapel-lengthdealong to help scrub the sideTen
Brink, punch bowl; Mr. and
tachable trumpet train fell from
a- '
walks, Vande Poel said.
the waist. Her elbow-length veil
Larry Smith, guest tak;
Miss Patty Van Wieren, maid ir 1 n
,
of honor, Margaret Daniels, Vande Poel said ,t a hoped of English illusion was held
^1^llael Kraak and Miss
Karen Stoel. and Barbara Van at, easl t,nou8h, ak™m dancers a demi-crown of venise lace Cheryl Hooker gift room. The
Wieren. all bridesmaids,
form1'?u,r
touched with pearls. She car- fa^e wa^ cu* ^
^rsj
The Woman’s Literary Club|^
identicaldresses of green satin ? S W0U d ke a 0
ried a white Bible topped with ,arrv „ an?J3eraad- «Jr. and
in floor length design with short
white and pink sweetheart roses
“arald Hayward were
twill hold their annual AttiCjAA
sleeves and green bow head- Crested alumni dancers are and white
and mistress of cere‘Special in the clubhouse 0n /V'rSpieces. They carried
10 contact Ann AppleMUiaer. 70
/(J West
west 29tn
Both graduates of West Otcarried bouquets of vel|ow
yellow aorn
dorn MuMer,
29th St.,
Friday, March i4 from 9 a.m.jGeorqe
or Barb Van Zoeren Blaukamp,
“e’ Qwas. ma,d °f. hon°r tawa High School, the bride is
!to 3 p.m. Mrs. John Schutten1...
of yellow
.
. .....
P and Mlss Sand-V Niento and| employed at Northern Fibre
Mnrrii
•
10271
Chicago -'
Dr.. Zeeland,
and Mrs. Hil Buurma Jr. are
Products Co. and the groom is
and e ^v
Accordingto Vande Poel. the
ss ring bo>. participants should have their
employed at J and J Machine
C<mhe™Mic is invited after Mr an.d Mrs' Geore(' Harra' The grooms attendants were own costumes and klompen:
Shop.
shopping are urged to go down S.1 are honeymooning "/>?"- Dave Mass. Lloyd Van Wieren, however, some costumes may
For
to the Tea room for the coffee da .for semal w,eckf MowJnS Robin Barber and Keith King- be provided,
Ikletz and baked
!thelr marnaee at 11 a
Sal'
There will be good used, clean
ni^ Church j A reception was held in the
clothing,hats, shoes, toys,
church basement with Mr. and
ZEELAND — Friday. March
elry, records, purses and books. 1 he bnde ls the former Mrs. Mrs. Dennis Van W'ieren in the
Judy Van Klompenberg
7.
marks recognition of the anHousehold items such as vas- Gertrude Kramer of 65 Cherry gift room wjth Mr. and Mrs.
nual World Day of Prayer.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van es, small appliances, pictures,
Paul Tills. Connie Van Wieren
Women of all Zeeland churches
Klompenburgof Hudsonville lamps and many other articles r he couple was married by and Robert Sikkel served punch,
are participating in this event
the Rev. Gordon Van Oosten- The couple left for the West
announced the engagementof will be
at 1:30 p.m. at Second ReformClub members who are do- burg and attended by Mrs. Coast.
their daughter, Judy, to Gary
ed Church.
nating articles are asked to Stanley Van Otterloo,
Dykema, son of Mr. and Mrs. bring them on Wednesday Harmsen’s daughter,and KenMrs. Carlos Tapia-Ruano,
I I | •4.
First Aid for Slain
wife of the minister of the
Albert N. Dykema of Hudson- afternoon of Thursday all day. neth Harmsen attended his nOSpiTOI Unit
Spanish • speaking church in
ville.
Mrs. George Frego is chair- father as his best
Pi
Farm Policyholders
Holland, will be the speaker.
Mr, Dykema attends Kendall man for clothing with Mrs. Mrs. Jack Tuinsma provided nOIOS tleCtlOn
Mrs. Tapia-Ruano and her husClaims up to $250. for damage
Adrian Van Putten and Mrs. appropriatewedding music.
School of Design.
to buildingsor contents receive
band
fled Cuba several years
Mrs.
James
Heerspink
preWilliam A. Sikkel Jr. as co_____
**cvK->pnmpitright now payment . . . right
An August wedding is being
ago. and settled in Holland.
here! Ask me for details.
chairmen for the jewlry deS
Slded at the -sPring meeting of

Douglas.
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Both are attending
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ceremony.

-

Valley State College.

A/I

/VlUJJ

Dutch Dancers

music.

At

:

.
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Attic Specials Event Set

Mr. and Mrs. August Busman
of Coopersville announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Alvina J., to Randall L. Meyers, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Meyers of 1375 Waukazoo Dr.

HQ LyUlC
/ jH P

f.UJ

Miss Beth Ann Van Wieren
and Douglas Dale Mass were

......

^ed

W‘er™

^an,

IDI/H

-

.....

Noble R. Gravelin of Flint in Mrs. Cheri Engel, Miss Charlou joined in matrimony Friday at Tulip
an evening ceremony Saturday Steele and Miss Tosca Simmons,
m
in All Saints' Episcopal Church, sister of the bride. They were 1
Be,han> Ch"stlan
for
The Rev. Larry Izenbart of
dressed identicallyto the maid Reformed hurch by the Rev.
: Fellowship Reformed Church ofThe Rev. Verne C. Hohl per- of
Donald Roberts,
ficiated and read the rites unitformed the double ring cere- Gordon Green served as best Parents of the couple are Mr.
mony with Mrs. Raymond Me- man. Ushers were David and Mrs. Marvin Van Wieren of Tulip Time officials are look- ing the daughter of Mr. and
Kamy, church organist, playing Gravelin, Thomas Butcher, 1354 Shoshone Walk, and Mr. ing for former Dutch Dancers to Mrs. James Hayward of 3252
the wedding
Brian Orr and William Gravelin.and Mrs. Peter A. Mass Jr. of participate in this year’s Tulip Lake Shore Dr. and the son of
Given in marriage by her ’ A reception was held in the 759 Soutli Shore
Time Festival which runs May Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jacobs of
666 Pinecrest Dr. N^iss Susan
father, the bride wore a white parish hall immediately follow- Y
hi, . ,
, 14 through 17.
saUn gown with empire waist- ing the
candelabra formed the wiling James Vai.de Foci of the Van Liere was organist and
line and cathedral train. Bands Following a brief honeymoon with
| ohbj
organi| Tulip Time Board is chairman Mrs. John Gleason was soloist.

Announce Engagments

Miss Alvina J. Busman

(Van Den Berge photo)

st.,
^

_

streamers.
j^war(j’ of

Zeeland Plans
World Day

Of Prayer

_

man. U U

planned.

Z?
t i,n

Baked Goods will be handled g^sls
by Mrs. Donald De Vries
Mrs. Harold Vander Ploeg.
,hp
The section of the sale known u' '
,

|

aaHfw

^ j

\trD
^
wT
Bor/
and
^
hoT

partment. ‘ as‘
n

ceremonies and

She will relate her story.

Christian Reformed Unit ofj

^rgarer

HoSpital Auxiliar>'
at »hp8nnnr.h held Thursda>'evenin8 «n the!
r^nfLh
•v,aranathachurch. Devotions

Friend r

were

-

AT KEESLEK AFB

Air

i

led by Mrs-

man Jack

Gerald Postma

A. Ziel. .son of

and Mrs. Edward

^

Mr.

Perin,

b>1 route 2. Hamilton,has comunder the directionof Mrs.
book Mrs. Kenneth T.g
Gernt De Leeuw and Mrs. Harmsen was al lhe gif( tab,e: The group voted to contribute pleted basic training at
LacklandAFB. San Antonio,
James Heerspmk. Mrs. Bryari and Dave Harmsen took pic- a Bennett breathing machine
Texas, and has been assignj Athey is household chairman.
and a high humidity oxygen tent
Mrs. Arthur Slenk and
... ,
,, to the hospital.It was also de- ed to Keesler AFB. Miss.,
William De Mots will be in „
u‘lr W(‘d( in^.. rlP ,,the cided to again give a $HK) scho- for training in communicacharge of the coffee
are v,^tl"g J rs larship to a deserving Pinkie tions electronicssystems.
We''e

g.^

tures
' .H

I

Mrs.
J'

kletz.

designed

Airman

Mrs. Lincoln Sennett
en s son and daifhler;from Holland Christian High
the posters used for publicity.'n'la*- Mr:
Donald school.

r

Former Resident

\nd

Succumbs at 50
GRAND RAPIDS -

Mr. and Mrs. Adrian De Roo
of 80th Ave., Zeeland, announce
the engagement of their daughter, Sharon Faye, to Bill Haveman, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Haveman of Hudsonville.

_

_ Dr.

^
’

Ziel,

,

— -

the

Hospitality

enlisted

•

err*

•

Board Okays

tA

Two

Mrs. Mary Bodnar

Succumbs

iK

Merwyn

Flaherty. Mrs. Simon Huizenga,

Mrs. Jacob Vander Hulst and
Mrs. Lawrence Veldheer
A nursery will be provided.
List 5

BOB

New Babies

Holland Hospital

Twins,

AGENT

were born to

a
Mr.

and Mrs. Hershel Maynor,

321

LaGrave, SE, Grand

Your Slat* Farm Your Slat* Farm

man

Rapids,

396-8294 and 392-8133
24 East 9th

route 1. Hamilton.

St.

Authorized Representatives

A daughter,Lisa Marie, was
born today to Mr. and Mrs.
William Tyler, 738 Riley

man

PHONES

Thursday.
A son was born Thursday to
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Allen,

:

AGENT

family insurance family insuranen

a boy Tracy and

girl Stacy,

CHET

FREERS BAUMANN

Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Lopez, 199 East 17th St.

Hospital Notes
u

new

Mrs. James Morren, Mrs.
Myron Meyer, Mrs, William

Births in Holland Hospital include a son. Carlos Jr., born

-

illness.

Those participating in prayer
will be Mrs. Elmer Hoeksema,

!

Mrs.
The followingnew officers
Marie C. Korreck, 50, wife of
John H. Korreck Jr., of Grand
Admitted to Holland Hospital were elected: Vice President,
Rapids, a former Holland res- Thursday were Renea Ten Wrs- James Strikwerda;secreMiss Faith Holtgeerts
ident,
died
Thursday
afternoon Brink, 228 160th Ave.; John lar>’. Miss Edna Hossink; ass't
--------------, ...........
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Holt- in Blodgett Hospital following and Bryan Savage, 21st St.; treasurer, Mrs. Jerry Jonker.
geerts. 299 East 24th St., an- a brief
Mrs. Edward Cosgrove, Fenn- Several
representatives
n qunce the engagement of their
Surviving besides the husband ville; Mrs. William Hagers, from various churches were indaughter, Faith, to Daryl Kam- are three sons, John F., James 934 Hazel; CarolineEstell, 103 troduced.
phuis, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. and Michael J„ and one East 16th St; Dana Potter, Mrs. Ben Van Dis, president
Applications Willis Kamphuis of route 2.
?La
the Ottawa County Chapter of
home; her mother, Mrs. Lillian I Fink, St. Augustine Seminary;
the Muscular Dystrophy Associ-'
The Board of Appeals apAman of Grand Rapids; five Daryl Fockler, 346 West 32nd
Open House to Honor
ations of America,was in charge
proved two applicationsand
brothers, Lt. Col. Paul Aman St.
of the program. A film entitled
KorteringAnniversary
with the U.S. Army in Atlanta, Discharged Thursday were
denied another at public hear“The Sun Never Sets” was
ings in City Hall Thursday ]Mr. and Mrs. Justin Korter- Ga., Phillip of Gladwin, Rich- Mrs. Alvin Jager and baby, shown. This film describedtlie
ard of Holland, William and route 5; Mrs. Paul Fortine and
ing, 130 East 24th St., will celenight.
research work being done in the
Robert
of Grand Rapids; three baby, 193 West Lakewood Blvd.;
Approved, were applications brate their 40th wedding anni- sisters. Mrs. David Van Dyke
Mrs. Vernon Woodwyk and United States and eight other
from Glenn Van Wieren to erect versary Thursday with an open and Mrs. La Rue Seats both of
countries to study the mysterbaby, 1688 Columbus St.; Mrs.
a two-family dwelling at 831 house at their home for friends Holland and Mrs. Lawrence Robert Stoel and baby, route ious disease of Muscular DystroWest 32nd St., and from AFCO and relatives from 7 to 9:30 Cudahy of Muskegon.
5; Mrs. Mario Hernandez and phy and related neuromuscular
Corp. concerning offstreetpark- p.m.
baby, 105 Columbia Ave.; Mrs. disorders'. The film also pictured
Mrs. Korteringis the former
ing in connection with their new
Erasmo Olivo and baby, 4605 the effects of this disease on a
plant to be erected at 614 East Edith Barkel and the couple
five year old boy and his family.
136th Ave.; Mrs.
has six children, Lafern, Erma
40st St.
Scholtenand baby, 10320 Holi- In the question and answer
at 77
Denied was an application of and Jess all at home, Mrs.
day Dr.; Robert Dale Williams, period which followed. Mrs. Van
Donald Rietman for a one-family Kenneth (Eloise) Schuitema of
274 East Ninth St.; Bruan Gil- Dis reported that there are at
Mrs. Mary V. Bodnar, 77, of bert, 584 Howard Ave.; Nancy present 19 persons in Ottawa
home at 111 Country Club Rd. Grandville, the Rev. Jason of
Grand Rapids and Ervin of 904 Allegan St., Saugatuck, died ,„MUV1,
Sideyards were in question.
Vanden Heuvel, 1470 Center, County sufferingfrom this
Tabled from last month was Holland, and eight grandchil- at a nursing home in Holland Zeeland; Robert Humphreys, disease. The chapter provides
Saturday.
the application from O.K. Tire dren.
1055 Paw Paw Dr.; Jim Wy- wheel chairs, walkers, lifts and
Shop at|581 State St. for erecting A family dinner for the chil- Surviving are two nephews, ant, 1556 Harding: Mrs. James other orthopedic aids when
a sign. The application was dren and grandchildren is plan- Benjamin W. Klaynik of Sauga- Bakker, 108 North Centennial, necessaryand also provides for
approved subject to certa ned Friday evening at Jack's tuck and Louis Klajnik of Zeeland; Jill Nykamp, 508 visits to their clinic in Grand
Restaurant.
Chicago.
provisions.
Howard Ave.
Rapids.
1

will be organist.

In

lral Board and announced that
i Mrs. Glenn Mannes is the new

chairman
— . .....

who

;

18. 1968, is a graduate

of Hamilton High School.

and their families Mrs- Uaverne Koning reported
They will be residing at 630 011 ,retcent aclivilies of lh(-‘ Cen!.,

North Shore
Sharon Faye De Roo

Dec

\

Mrs. John Nordstrom will be
chairman of the service. Mrs.
Henry Pyle will offer a vocal
| solo, and Mrs. John Vanderby

STATE FARM FIRE ind CASUAITTCOMPAMT
Home

Ollice:

Bloomington,Illinois

St.

^-Hats

Off!

THE BIG DUrCHMAN SALUTES

APPOINTED - Gerrit Van
Ravensweay, instructor of
strings in the Holland Public School

System, has been

appointed to the staff of the
Interlochen Music

Camp

for

STAFF SERGEANT
PAUL R. LAMBERS
Through earning several other
Vietnam decorations and campaign ribbons,

this suirimer. It will include

Sergeant Lambers established a traditionof leadership

private class string instruction as well as conducting

that was fulfilled when recently awarded our nation'*

the IntermediateCadet Orchestra. Van Ravenswaay,
his wife, Judy, and their
children, Steven. Gary, Julie, Tim and Tom will stay
in Interlochen faculty hous-

i

ing.

second highest decorationfor heroism

...

the

Distinguished Service Cross. Congratulations Sergeant
Lambers.

HOLLAND MOTOR EXPRESS, INC.
General Officej,Holland, Michigan
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The Hamilton Music

Man Named

To Michigan

Hour

Club met last week Monday
evening at the home of Mrs.
Tom Bos. Dessert was served
by the hostess. Mrs. Marvin
Kaper presenteda program on
“American Music.” Each member participatedby performing a differentsegment of
American music including western bullads, spirituals,patriotic songs, show music and contemporary selections.

VFW

Service Post
The appointmentof Ben Cup
erus of Holland as assistantde-

partment service officer of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars for
the southwestern part of Mich-

Administrationregional office
Pastor Warren Burgess conin Detroit.
ducted the services on Sunday
Cuperus’ office will be in hu
in Haven Reformed Church. The
home at 298 East 14th St. Hia
Senior Choir sang during the area encompassesVFW dismorning service and a ladies’
trio,

composed of Mrs.

Carl

Tidd, Mrs. Wayne Colts, and
Mrs. Kenneth Lugten sang during the evening service.
Miss Ruth

The Guild for Christian Sermet Tuesday evening and
program topic was “Come With

Ann Harrington

vice

Mr. and Mrs. Irvele Harrington, 117 East 38th St., an-

nounce

the engagement

Me

of

their daughter, Ruth

iRJPPETS TELL FAIRY TALE —

Ann, to
Robert L. Smith, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John F. Smith of

Ted

Mrs.
“Cinderella”on Friday at 7:30 p.m. and
Bosch (left) with Prince Charming and Mrs. Saturdayat 10 a.m. and also on Friday, March
Charles Bradford (right) with Cinderella are 14 at 7:30 p.m. The two new puppets pershown in the puppet booth at Herrick Public form for Holland area children,free of charge.
Library’ auditoriumwhere they will present
(Sentinelphoto)

Mrs. Donald Rienstra, Mrs. Paul

Smith, and Mrs. Larry Whitcomb. Hostesses were Mrs. John
Veldhoff, Mrs. Leon Rigterink,
Mrs. Wallace Kempkers, and
Mrs. Orval Essink.

Lewisburg, Pa.
Both are students at Dallas
Bible College, Dallas, Tex.

A

June wedding is

being

Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Van Order returned last Saturday following a two-week vacationin

planned.

Junior Welfare League

ter, Robert Rodriquez, Karen
Schipper,Wilma South, Jackie
Stegeman, Randi Vander Velde,
Tom Van Eenenaam. Pam Van
Hoeven and Jim Zwiers.

To Present 'Cinderella
~

_

“Cinderella.'’
the.final puppet
at
— -- ----r-rr-- Children
-------

o“u

the Holland Day

Florida.

Juniors elected are Pat Benlicit,
led LfC
nett, vital
Charles

CRASH LANDING —

^

Wyoming, came to a sudden stop Tuesday
when it ran into this creek bank. Ottawa Sheriff’sdeputies
believe the auto crossed the creek without even touching the
water. Labiotka and his brother, Richard,were both taken
to St. Mary’s Hospital in Grand Rapids for treatmentof in-

snow
of the •
year
will
be present,
. lt,
..
ed by the Junior Welfare League
on Friday at 7:30 p.m.
o m. in the
auditorium of Herrick Public

De riCC,
Pree, IlUlldlU
Ronald
care
vui c Center
V-dJlciwill
IU see “Cinderel-Dozeman,
iiran, Jan
uau Dykstra, Dan
la" at the library on March ll- Flaherty, Bonnie Post. Mary
31 ine UDrar> on Marcn
U’achinatnn
10
Vandeo Heuvel, Barbara
Washington School March 18; Watt and Michael Zylstra

Library.

Sheldon Woods School,

,

,

1

Vf

the

QnH/vni

March

Bjind

Men- and

to Bahrain.” Speaker was

Mrs. Marilyn Franken. Program arrangements were by

This auto, driven by

Thomas

Labiotka,

28, of 170 35th St.,

..Bnjis.

Pastor Walter Hofman was in
charge of the morning service in
the Christian Reformed Church
Ben Cuperus
on Sunday. The Rev. A. Jabaay
conductedthe evening service. tricts 7, 8 and 12 in Michigan.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucas Meiste
Well qualifiedfor the position,
celebratedtheir 50th wedding Cuperus has had many active
anniversary last week Thurs- years with the
day.

held many

VFW and

has

offices, including

The show will be repeated 20; Pine Creek School, March ed for Our Iniquities"were the
jures.
(Sentinel photo)
The Couples Club of the Chris- district commander of the
Saturday, March 8 at 10 a.m. 2a; Lincoln School. March 27. titles of the Sunday messages
tian Reformed Church had eighth districtand department
and on March 14, next Friday,
charge of the services Sunday chaplain.He has been post
Co-chairmen of the puppet presented at the First Christian
at 7:30 p m. The puppet shows shows for this year are Mrs.
afternoon at the Belevedere service officer of the Henry
Reformed Church by the Rev.
are for all children of the Hoi- , Randall Barr and Mrs. Robert Harry G. Arnold.
Home.
Walters post 2144 of Holland for
land area and there is no ad- Cooper,
The
Couples Club met Sunday several years.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Roelofs
The Rev. Harry Arnold has
mission
Mrs. Charles Bradford and
The new service officer is
declineda call to the Second
were honored with a farewell evening at the parsonage folNew puppets will be featured Mrs. Ted Bosch are the puppe
lowing the evening service.
married and has three children.
ChristianReformed Church of
given
by
their
neighbors
last
HUDSONVILLE
At 6:14
in this timeless story which teers for “Cinderella." Others
The Cadets met Monday eve- His wife also is active in VFW
Lynden, Wash.
p.m. Tuesday Thomas Labiotka, Monday evening at the home
should be familiar to even in the cast are Mrs. Robert
ning with Roger Nyboer in and currently is chaplain for
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Allen
VredeFamily visiting will be con28, of 170 35th St., Wyoming,
child. Roger Walcott, Librarian, Fitzsimmons,Mrs. James Siegcharge of opening ceremonies. the Department of Michigan
was driving east on M-21 one veld. The Roelofs hope tp make The ChristianSchool Circle
says “Every child should cut ers, Mrs. George Daily Mrs ducted this week Wednesday,
Ladies Auxiliary.
.half mile east of Hudsonville. their home in Zeeland in the
his teeth on a fairy
Landis Zylman, Mrs. ’Asa Mc- Thursday and Friday for the
Miss Bonnie Brandsma
met Wednesday evening at the
near
future.
A few minutes later his car was
School children will also be Reynolds.Mrs. Ed Shidler end members of the First Reformed
home of Mrs. H. Hommerson.
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Brands- sitting on the bank of a creek.
able to see the puppet show. Mrs. Dllvid Vander Leek
are
ma
Chicago,
announce
Mrs. H. iiaucmanci
Rademaker ia
is a ya— - of
.......
-o-« 111.,
;**•» — ------ . Ottawa sheriff’s deputies S3 id
measles.
Advance notice is being made
tient at the Zeeland Hospital. the engagement of their daugh- that Labiotka apparently fell
week vacation in Florida.
Bonnie,
to
for Rnnma *n Thomas J. asleep at the wheel and his car Annual Prayer Day for Crops Pastor John Nieuwsma was of the appearance of Compasson of Mrs. 'Glenn ieft the road, traveled 46 feet, and Industry will be March
in charge of Sunday services in sion Korean Orphan Choir at
Rev. John Hains sermon was
Ave flew across the creek and came 12. Service will be held in the the Hamilton Reformed Church. the South Blendon Reformed
iyjl lu“ Jcai
nnfi i.*. Mr »»Qnnnc
evening here.
The Boy Scouts met at the entitled “Portraits of the
Church, March 11 at 7:30 p.m.
to rest on the opposite bank.
The Rev. Eernisse’ssermon The Junior Choir during the
Second Reformed Church Mon- sion: Peter the Denier" Sunday tl0nal Rotar-V Dinner. Bob Ben- and the late Mr. Mannes.
morning
service and Daniel GilLabiotka
and
his
brother
The congregation, which has
evening.
The
Cherub
Choir.
netBernard
Sobie
and
Bruce
Mlss
Brandsma
is
a
senior
topics for Sunday were “Prepday evening.
majoring in English at Hope Richard, 32, of Grand Rapids, aration for Death" and “Calling bert of the Bethel Reformed a vital interest in the Korean
De
Pree
are
also
members
of
the
Rev.
David
A Post will celebrate his 83rd directed by
College and plans to teach in a passenger in the Labiotka All Backsliders.” Special music Church, Holland, was guest Orphans, made its first applicaSmits, sang at the evening the committee.
birthday Friday.
September.
auto both were taken to St. for the evening service was soloistat the evening service. tion for the choir to give a conservice.
Mrs. L. Klamer has returned
The RCYF group met Sunday cek several years ago. This is
Mr. Mannes is a graduate of Mary s Hospital in Grand Rap- provided by Mrs. Alfred BowMrs. Hattie Bekker has reto her home from the hospital.
evening
using the topic “The the first opportunity on its tour
Davenport College of Business. ids. Labiotkawas to be x-rayed man, Mrs. Harvey Browers
“SpiritualAnemis" and “The turned to her home from the
Christian Looks at Military schedule allowing the concert.
for
possible
rib
fractures,
while
and
Mrs.
Norman
Hop
eccomAn early
August wedding is
Cross: Folly or Power" were hospital.
Dr. Willis De Boer was guest
e®rly
Catechism class offeringsare
Richard was admitted with a panied by Mrs. Robert Forms Service." Participatingwere
the themes of the Sunday mesZeeland Middle School Band minister in
in the Christian Repanne
possible fracture of the left arm ma from Beaverdam Reformed Gord Poll, Rita Nyeboer, Wino- used to support three Compassages presented at the Third Students won 80 medals Feb. 15
la Branderhorst, Gary Busscher sion orphans and special Sunday
and facial lacerations.
formed Church Sunday. He
Church.
Christian Reformed Church by at an Ensemble Festival in
and Cindy Kleinheksel.
School collectionsare taken for
Sheriff’s deputies,who are
Junior
and
Intermediate
CEs
preached
the
preparatory
serPastor Eugene Los. A 10-minute Middleville. First Awards were
The King’s Daughters met another three orphans supportstill investigatingthe accident, met Sunday afternoon and had
mon
for
the
celebration
of
the
song service preceded the regu- received by Linda Mokma, Kris
believe the Labiotkacar never consecration meeting. The lead- Monday evening. A book review ed through World Vision.
lar evening service.
Baar. Linde Pyle, Lily Taylor, Lord's supper next Sunday.
Miss Marcia Van Heukelum,
touched the water in the creek. ers were Doug Wabeke, Gary “Pearls Are Made” was given
The World Home Bible Lea- Jan Kooiman, Mike Velderman’ The Beaverdam Guild of Zeeby Mrs. Nieuwsma.
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. MelBazan, Dave Van Haitsma,
gue had its chapter meeting Debbie Vander Vekdem. Chris land Hospital met Wednesday
The Guild for Christian Ser- vin Van Heukelum, returned
Vern
Slagh
and
Jack
PetroelSunday afternoonat the First Van Hoven, Roger Bekius and afternoon at the home of Mrs.
vice met Tuesday evening and home last week from Grand
Mrs.
je. They are invited to attend
Christian Reformed Church. Mr. Dan Heyboer.Also winning first
Harvey Loedeman in Zeeland.
a skating party at Tarry Hall Miss Lynn Koop spoke concern- Rapids Osteopathic Hospital
Klingenberg was the guest were Patti Beltman, Debbie Mrs. Lou Steinwyk was a visitor
in GrandviLe Monday evening. ing her experiences as commun- where she was treated for monspeaker. A canvass will be held Pyle, Tom Oonk, Mike Mast,
ity ambassador in the Nether- onucleosis.
and became a member of the
Willing Workers plan to meet
Sunday from the West Olive Gary Bras, Martin Blok, Dave group. The time was spent makAt Guild
Tuesday evening for lesson 3 lands last summer. In charge of Mr. and Mrs. Herman HuisChapel.
Cole, Cindi Christensen,Pat ing cancer pads for the Cancer
from Ephesians. Missionary the program were Mrs. Ben ingh accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. B. Van Ommen remains Ganer, John Dykema and Faus- Society.
Mrs. Abe Van Hoven of Zeedinner will be held and host- Folkert and Mrs. Paul Slotman. Mrs. Justin Wabeke left last
a patient at the Zeeland Hosoi- to Fernandez.
land was the guest speaker at
The
women's
trio from the
esses will be Mrs. Ruth Van Hostesses were Mrs. Kenneth week Monday for a two-week
tal.
Second awards were won bv
the regular meeting of the Guild
Reformed
Church
provided
the
Oss, Mrs. Carol Schermer, Lohman, Miss Grace Brink, vacation to Florida.
The Blue and Gold Dessert of Larry Redder, Luann Beltman.
for
Christian Service in Sixth
Mrs. Barb Slagh and • Mrs. Mrs. Stanley Japing and Mrs. Mrs. Webb Poll, Grandville;
Scout Pack 3048 was held re- Mark Schipper. John Vande special music in the Vriesland
Reformed Church Tuesday eveErwin Koops.
Mrs. Leonard Schripsema,JenReformed
Church.
Mrs.
Robert
Marcia Zeerip.
cently at the Lincoln Public Waa,
wad, Greg
ureg Ritsema,
rtiisema,
~~7lun
ning.
The Women's MissionarySo- ison; Mrs. Willard Van Harn,
Gerrit Boss led midweek
School. Mrs. Duane Aardema Blok, Roger, Bekps, Gayan
She described many phases of prayer meeting last Wednesday ciety will have a potluck lunch Zeeland; and Mrs. Case MeeuwC^TLstra
end Mrs. Iven Barense of Den
the work which
is being
done evciuin' x\ev
— — IS
----evening. Rev. Eernisse will Thursday noon at the church. sen, South Blendon. were noon
5 opened the meeting. Group
for the leprosy colony in Teles, lead t£s week
The afternoon will be spent rol- luncheon guests of Mrs. Marian
singing followed the lunch which
South India, after which she I Clifford Prins and Inhn Ta ling bandages.
Vruggink last week Tuesday
was served on tables and placeshowed slides of the colony
for March Ralph Haverdink submitted to and spent the afternoon visiting
Maribeth Engelsman
mats decoratedby the scouts. Also winning second awards , The speelal mus‘c for the Sun‘
surgery last week Monday in together.
Qn'Voiepr0Sypa -IenfS j j
Sunday evening church service.
evenmg worship serv.ce ,n Mr. and Mrs. Arthur EngelsRoger Slag, youth director at were Randy pfuister.Garry Nv
Holland Hospital. He was exMr. and Mrs. Arthur Vruggink
^'C invludedotW0The ^urch consistory plans pected
the First Reformed Church, kamp. Jack Petroelje, Peter
f, ^ ChurchDw?sfurand man of 149 Maple St., Zeeland numbers, Turn Your Cares |to meet March 10to return home soon.
attended the 25th wedding anspoke to the Scouts on “Doing Zwyghuizen,Terrence Harrison, nlshed ^y Connie, Barb
en?agement of Into Prayers” and “Hide Thou
A special area deacons’ The membershipof Paul De- niversarycelebration for their
Your Best." Den 2 won t h e Dan Jacobs, Jeff Boes, Sally Vicky Rietman of the North annoUnSe
Blendon
Christian Reformed !!’eir daughter, Maribeth, to Me,” by a women's trio from meeting will be March 17 in ters has been transferred to the brother and wife, the Henry
game after which the group Wiersma, Kathy Herboer,Karen
Henry Katerberg of Terrace, Ottawa Reformed Church com- Jamestown Reformed Church East Saugatuck Christian Re- Christians, Feb. 22, at their
Church.
presented a skit entitled “Opera- Struble, Pam Ver Hage. Laura
posed of Mrs. Pat Bauder, Mrs.
formed Church.
home in Grandville.
Mrs. Joe Huizenga continues British Columbia, Canada.
with the Rev. Van Oostenberg
tion A Success."
Vanden Bosch and Randy LamThe wedding will take place LorraineBekuis and Mrs. Lois as speaker.
Cindy Haverdink,daughterof
The annual Women’s World
to gain after surgery on her hip
Mrs. Ervin Smith and Mrs. er.
in the fall.
Kossen, accompanied by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Haverdink, is Day of Prayer meeting'will be
and
is still in the hospital,Mrs.
Mission
and
Aid
plan
to
have
Ron Van Hoven directed t h e Steve Boersema, Patty Slagh,
Henry Slager.
in Holland Hospital with a dis- held this week Friday afterits 73rd annual meeting March
skit. Mrs. Glen Veldheer and Jan Bruursema, Linda Ritsema, Kooman remains about the
Devotionswere conducted by
located hip. It is expected she noon at the Hudsonville First
same
and
is staying with her Car Hits Bicycle
13.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
De
Keyser
Mrs. Allen Kraai of Den 1 clos- Andrea Barry, Jeff Machiele,
Mrs. Maurice Overway and the
will have to be in a cast for sevchildren, Mr. and Mrs. Jay Nyed the meeting.
Holland police reported Mary business meeting was in charge from Kalamazoo will tell and eral months after returning Christian Reformed Church. All
Terry Bosch, Ross Brown,
women are invited.
kamp.
Beth Van Dyke, 5, of 644 West of the guild president, Mrs. show pictures of Annville, Ky. home from the hospital.
Howard Miller led the Wed- Cheryl Wasson and Dawn Van
A supper for all those perDavid Miedema son of Mr. 22nd St., escaped injury when Henry A. Mouw. On the renesday evening prayer group at Haitsma also won second.
sons over 65 and their spouses
and
Mrs.
Dale
Miedema,
has
the
bicycle
she
was
riding
was
the Second Reformed Church
Third awards were received
freshmentcommittee were Mrs. Collide at Intersection
was held Monday evening in
last Wednesdayevening.
by Lynne Fleser, Lili Taylor, returned home after undergoing knocked over by a car driven Boyd De Boer, Mrs. Jacob Van
Cars driven by Orland W.
the
church basement. A short
The Hannah Christian School Randy Pluister and Pat Sligh. an appendectomy in Zeeland by Donald G. Scarlett, 44, of Voorst and Mrs. P. Hertz.
Uitermark,35, of 454 West 21st
program
followed the meal. This
Hospital
last
|
fi78
Harrison
Ave.,
at
7:45
p.m.
Circle will meet Friday in the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Veneberg
Barbara Vruggink is a patient
St., and John Wigger, 75, of
was sponsoredby the RCYF.
The Rev. Peter Spoelstra o , Tuesday in front of the Van
First Christian Reformed in the Zeeland Hospital.
visited
their
daughter,
Sandra,
Wednesday’sbirths in Holland 40 West 21st St., collidedat
The men of the church are
Church. The Rev. A. Jabaay will
Gerrit Veenboer is still a pat- Vriesland will lead the Annual Dyke residence. Police who is- Hospital include a son, born to the intersection of Cleveland at Kalamazoo Saturday. They
invited to the Annual Mission
Prayer
Day
for
Crops
and
Insued
no
ticket,
reported
Scarbe the speaker.
ient in the ButterworthHospital
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Miller, Ave. and 18th St. at 4:10 p.m. attended a swim meet and a
tory service March 12 in thel|ett was backing a car out of 11529 168th St., Grand Haven; Tuesday, according to Holland Sorority Sing at Western Mich- Syndicate Fellowship Dinner to
Mrs. Irven Jungling will be of Grand Rapids.
be held March 13 in the West
leading a group discussion WedThe Holland Christian Schools CTh M- *)efo™ad, Chl!!'cl,• the driveway when he bumped a daughter,Lori Beth, born to police who cited Wigger for igan University.
The M^ion Society will meet!
bicycle and knocked*!
nesday evening at the Commun- Society meeting will be held
Mrs. Sena Slagh, Mrs. Harold Ottawa High School Cafetoriuin,
Mr. and Mrs. William Czer- failure to yield the right of
Holland.
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the | over
ity Reformed Church. The art- Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Vander
Zwaag and Mrs. John
kies, 173 East Sixth St.
way.
chapel. The Roll call word is
icle “You Can’t Find God in High School Auditorium.A total
W. Nienhuisdrove to Allendale M^rs„,.Arthi;r Vruggink and
MEttaT Stegeman together
Church Anymore" as found in of $57,829.37has now been giv- Commit.” Mrs. Jake Hop will
Thursday where they spent the
a recent magazine will be dis- en and pledged toward the $60.- lead in devotions and Bible
day with the latter’sdaughter, with Mrs. Lizzie Krol, Mrs. Minstudy, Mrs. John Posma will
me Veltema and Mrs. Sadie
cussed.
Mrs. Alfred Arnoldink.
000 Zeeland Christian School
A Lenten Coffee for the woMr. and Mrs. John Rozema Veltema from Hudsonville were
men of the Community Reformfrom Borculo visited Mrs. Jo noon luncheonguests of Mrs.
Arnold Huizenga last week
ed Church will be held at the kick-off campaign which was
Redder Thursday evening.
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home of Mrs. Gary De

Witt held et the First Christian ReMarch 12 at 9:30 a.m.
formed Church. John De Vries
Mrs. Robert Prins will leave is the campaign chairman.
for Hawaii today to spend a
Nancy Vanden Heuvel has reweek with her husband who is turned to her home from the

presently a member

of

the

hospital.

M m

Drenthe
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Brummel celebratedtheir 45th anniversarylast week by
uy having
navni-

‘ *

mvctoaij

Services.
The annual Spring Banquet of their children and grandchilMission Syndicate Ban- the Zeeland League of the dren to their home.
quet will be held March 13 at Young Calvinistswill be held at
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hoffman
West Ottawa.
the Unity Christian High School and Mrs. Hattie Riddering De
Mrs. Harmon Den Herder be- March 27, at 6:45 p.m. R. Jay Vries
Grand Rapids
came a patient at the Sarasota Poel will be the song director called on Mrs. G. De Kleine and
General Hospital,Sarasota, Fla., and the program will feature Gertrude an evening last week.
last week.
the Sentry Trio.
This Sunday the Lord’s SupDan Ritsema, recipient of the
Mrs. Floyd Padding has re- per will be celebrated at both
1968 Herman Miller Trawl turned to her home from the services.
ScholarshipAward, was the hospital.
Paul-De Kleine, son of Mr.
guest speaker at the Feb. 25
The Faculty of the Zeeland and Mrs. Ren De Kleine, Chad
meeting of the Rotary Club. High School has named students an Appendectomylast week.
Ritsema told of the places he to the National Honor Society Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wiggers
end his wife visited as they on the basis of character, lead- left last week Monday for a
traveled in many European ership, scholarship and service. short visit to Florida.
countries. Ritsema is now work- Seniors elected as juniors are
Mrs. Henry Van Dam and Ann
ing in the music department at Barbara Boer, Donald De Bruyn, returned after a month’s visit
the Zeeland Middle School.
Bruce De Graaf, Jane De Jong, with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Sears
Friday is the last day to re- Christine Den Herder, Roso and family in Florida.
gister at the City Hall for the Geelings, Margaret Kooiman,
Henry Brouwer, who has been
April 17 Spring Election. Dog Connie Mumah, Jill Yerkey and in Holland Hospital for some
licenses will be sold through Kirk Zylstra. Seniors elected time, returned to his home
this year are Margery Darbee, Monday.
Friday.
Eugene Kuyers of the Bethel Mary Dykema, Don Komejan,
Ray Allen visited with Mr.
Reformed Church of Grend Robert Le Poire, Diane Meeu- and Mrs. Martin Geerlingsan
Rapids spoke to the congrega- sen, Rick Nyhof, Laura Pluis* afternoon last week. .

Armed

The

\

from

Mrs. Jack Nieboer accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Ray Pettit
from Jenison to Grand Haven
Friday evening to visit' Mrs.
Rolena Hancock.

Wednesday at her home

in

Wyoming.

7^rs’ Agnes Disselkoenfrom
Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. Jacoo
Peuler from Grand Rapids and
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kooman Mr. and Mrs. Marinus ’’ande
and children were dinner guests ouchte spent last week Fidav
at the home of their mother,
Mrs. James Kooman in GrandMarinus Vande Guchte showed
ville Friday evening.
John H. Elfers from Zeeland
PastTmme^
t0 Alaska
visited Mrs. Sena Slagh and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Vruggink
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vander
Zwaag Sunday afternoon.
HCTPv,ed Mr- and ^rs.
Sandra Veneberg and her ?arJ®y y,ru8Rink of Hudsonville
friend Gordon Niles, both stu- <?Hhe Gr,?nd Rapids Armory
dents at Western Michigan Unia lerD00n where they
versity, were dinner guests at attendedthe ceremony of the
the home of Sandra’s parents, ninfdin?K°f eight medals and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Veneberg Pins posthumouslyto Joel Vruggink, son of the Harley VrugSunday.
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Improper Backing

“2,

POSTER, ESSAY WINNERS - Shown are the
Becky Arnold, Gail Genzink, Betsy Prince and
winners in the National Crime Prevention Kathleen Van De Vusse. Back row are Scott
Week poster and essay contests which were
Tardiff, Laurel Vermeer, Connie Marcus,
sponsored by the Holland Exchange Club.
Diane Vanden Brink, Deb Van Kampen,
These young people received their awards at
Jacob Trevino and Safety Education Officer
the Exchange Club luncheon Monday noon. Marty Hardenberg.
Front row (letf to right) are Diane Rotman,

's

Glenn Bonzelaar, 34, of 21
West 32nd St., was cited by
Holland police for improper Mr 5!e,Ce and family. and
backing after the pickup truck town. Ne^°n DeJon8 «t James-

he was backing out of

his

driveway struck a car parked
across the street at 3:15 p.m.
Tuesday. Police said the parked
car was driven by Sandra R.
Lundie of 65 West 34th St.

The new home of

Mr

anH

SSth Avp' Rynsb!'rger 1()ca‘ed

on

Mr* ?„Anear‘nng con>Pletion.

ar!1

“d Mrs- Robert Ebinga
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modelingdone on their home
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Programs

Dutch VCC Co-Titlists;
Panthers Crush Unity
Record Fails

Available
Tulip Time
First copies of the 1969 40th

anniversaryTulip Time

official

program have come off the
press. The run calls for 135,000

Third Quarter

copies.

As Panthers

Provides Key

Win, 90-78

To 81-71 Win

A

record shattering perform-

ance

Holland High’s basketball
team captured its second VCC

by Les Zommermaand

paced the West Ottawa basket-

ball team over

co - championship here Friday
night with an 81-71 victory over
the Mona Shores Sailors in the
Holland High fieldhouse.

Hudsonville

Unity Friday night.

Led by Zommermaand’s

39

points, the Panthers crushed

Holland was led by fbe front
line work of senior forward
Dave Gosselar and junior Max
Glupker and the ball hawking
of senior guard Dave De Witt.

Unity 90-78.

West Ottawa was behind only
once, late in the first quarter,
when a basket by Nick Talsma
put Unity ahead, 14-13. However, Zommermaand came back
with two quick buckets to stake
West Ottawa to a lead it never
. The first quarter ended with
the score 19-16. The Panthers
shot 50 per cent, making nine
of 18 attempts. Unity made one
less field goal, eight of 19 for
43 per cent.

was

east

will cover 62,000 square feet Inside will

painting methods and installationof the

be

Inc., are the general contractors.

(Sentinelphoto)

Three Injured

make up for a lack of rebounding strengthon the part
of the taller Dutch. Mona showed a lot of scrap throughout the
quarter and although they never
led they remained within range

In

Mona came out and

ZOMMERMAAND MAKES 11TH BASKET maand

the half.

forward eclipsed the old record of 33
Huis in the 1964-65season. West Ottawa downed Unity 90-78
in the West Ottawa gym Friday night. (Sentinel photo)

Fennville

Mrs.

Hogue.

.

_

Laughead

Grand Haven
-

Accident

Programs will be availablein
limited numbers to local residents at the Tulip Time office
in Civic Center and the Cham-

ber of Commerce in Hotel
Warm Friend by Tuesday.
The 1969 program again Is
sponsored by The Holland Eve-

Three persons, all Hope College students, were taken to
Holland Hospital and released
after treatment of injuries received in a two-car collisionat
112th Ave. and M-21 at 6:20 p.m.

tied the

at 23 all before falling
Back 27-26. Holland then outscored the Sailors 10-4 in the
remaining minutes of the period to lead 37-30 at the half. The
Dutch surge was led by the
board work of Rick Zweering
and Gosselar as Dave scored
Holland’s final eight points of

Les ZommerThe West Ottawa
points set by Bruce Van

new

equipment is expected to be completed in
August or September. Elzinga and Volkers,

game

(32) scores his 23rd point of 39.

Tulip Time office personnel
are mailing programs all over
the United States, mainly to
automobile chibs, Chambers of
Commerce and travel agencies.

a new finishingsystem using the latest metal

G.upker got Holland off to a
21-19 first quarter lead as the
6T’ forward netted 11 points

Although the Sailors came
back from a 62-46 third quarter
deficit to whittle the lead to
eight points at four different
Kalamazoo last week. Mrs. junctures, the hot eight minutes
The only blemish against the
Schofield underwent surgery on enjoyed by the Dutch after the
Panthers was their rebounding.
intermission was the key to the
Monday.
Unity grabbed 20 rebounds to
Mr. and Mrs. William Weber
the Panthers 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rey- victory and a co - title.
and family of Lake Leelanau
The second half was almost spent the week end with Mr. nolds of Allegan are vacation- De Witt made several steals
in the quarter and assisted
on
ing in the Virgin Islands.
________
a replay of the first. With and Mrs. Glenn Atkins.
Reynolds
is
the
former
Sue
numerous
baskets
with
beautiZommermaand and Scheerhorn
William Hemry suffered a Ellen
ful feeds.
hitting from close in, West
heart attack and was taken to
With Mona having narrowed
Ottawa threatened to run away
Douglas Community Hospital,
the gap to 39-35 Holland scored
with the game. But the hot
Monday.
G.
Dies seven straight points to extend
shooting of John Nysse and
The
Fennville
Lions
Club
at
the lead to 46-35. After Mona
Dave De Good kept Unity withtheir regular meeting Monday In
came back with three points
in striking distance.
evening saw a film of the highDe Witt fed Gosselarfor a basThe score at the end of the
GRAND HAVEN
Gordon
lights of last year’s Woodland
ket, stole the ball and drove in
third quarter was 66-52. West
Laughead, 75, of Grand Haven, for a three point play on which
Antique Auto Tour.
Ottawa made 41 per cent of its
The film was presented by died Friday afternoon following Greg Melrose, sixth leading
shots, nine for 22 and Unity
John
Bast, who participated in a heart attack at the Laughead scorer in the VCC fouled out
hit on 45 per cent, nine of 20.
guilty of

only eight fouls. West Ottawa
hit on four free throws and
Unity connectedfor three.

of
the present Hart and Cooley plant is the new
addition expectedto be finished in May. The
new building is of steel and block curtain and
ADDITION RISES— Sprawling370 feet

of Holland.

; The Panthers explodedfor 25
points in the second period,
paced by Zommermaand, Mark
Sdieerhorn and Lynn Loncki.
With these three hitting for a
combined total of 21 points,
West Ottawa pulled away, 44-31.

Hudsonville Unity

red.

to

relinquished.

In a relativelyfoul free game,
the Panthers had only six infractions called on them, while

The Tulip Time program for
the May 14-17 festivalegaio U
in four folds printed in a maroon-red which is close to the
ruby color, marking 40th anniversaries. It also has some association with the Dutch Delft

Friday.

ning Sentinel. It follows the us-

ual format of a full calendar
for the four-day event, daily attractions,special highlightsand
a general city map.

Mrs. Swieringa

John Louis Brown, 22. one of
the drivers was released after

being x-rayed f o r
chest, rib and head

Will Attend

possible
injuries.

National

Meet

Alberta Love, 19, received severe lacerationsof the left eye,
Mrs. Lester Swieringa, 61
bumps end bruises on both legs West 30th St. has been selected
and Allen Smith, 18, received by the United Cerebral Palsy
facial lacerations. Both were Association of Ottawa-Allegan
riding in the Brown car.
to attend the national agency's
The other driver. Orrin Dean 20th anniversarymeeting to be
Kroon, 16, Hudsonville. escaped held March 6 to 8 in Washinginjury as did his passengers. ton D.C.
Brian De Meester, 16, and
James Kooienga, 15, both of Mrs. Swieringa who is president of the local group will join
Jenison.
RELUCTANT PASSENGER— The newest member of the Holagency leaders from 304 CereOttawa county sheriff’sdepuland Fire Department is Duchess a 14-week-old Dalmatian.
bral Palsy Association affiliates
ties who are investigating said
She was acquired recently from the Humane Society in Kalafrom throughoutthe United
the
Kroon
car
was
westbound
mazoo after firemen saw an ad for her on television. Although
States for the three-day confershe will soon be old enough to ride to fires on the department's on M-21, made a left turn onto ence.
112th Ave., failed to see the
newest truck Duchess seems a bit reluctant to make her first
She said t h
conference,
Brown car headed eastbound on
(Sentinel photo)
M-21 and hit it in the left front. themed to “1949-1969 Foundations for Progress,” would provide a springboard for launching the UCPA’s new federal leLegislature
gislativeprogram. The program
will enable the organization to
Christian
forcefully bring the needs of
— A resolution people with multiple handicaps
A farm owned by Jacob and,
honoring the Holland Christian to the attention of senators and
High School band as “one of representatives and others conDana Boven of 389 West 48th
the finest in the nation” re- cerned with nationalprograms
H°Ua"d' has
ceived final legislativeapproval in health, educationand related
as a CentennialFarm by the
Friday.

trip.

e

-

Another Centennial Farm
Designated

in

Lauds

Band

Holland

^

LANSING

the tour. Mr. and Mrs. Bast Piano Co.
The PantherssubstitutedfreeGof
are Antique Auto enthusiasts
ly in the fourth quarter as
He was born in Nelsonville, fast break.
In Circuit
fields.
and have several old vehicles
coach Jack Bonham cleared
Ohio, and had lived in Grand
The resolution paid tribute to
which they have restored.
Holland had accomplishedthe Michigan HistoricalCommission.
A major conference highlight
the bench. Still, the Panthers
GRAND HAVEN
Louis the 141 band members and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rob- Haven since 1941. Before going task of breakingthe game open The farm, located in Fillmore
will be the presentation of the
shot 58 per cent making 11 field
bins entertained at dinner Mon- into business for himself in and held on in a somewhat un- Township, Allegan County has G r e s m a n, 48, Hudsonville, their director, Henry Vander- organization’s18th UCPA-Max
goals. Hudsonville likewise was
day noon honoring Mr. and Grand Haven, he was sales impressive style to notch the been in the possession of the charged with operating an agri- Linde, for “their fine perfor- WeinsteinAward for significant
hot, making 52 per cent led by
culturalcamp without a license, mance before thousandsof peovictory.
Mrs. Clare Arnold on their 25th
contribution to research related
De Good’s 10 points.
manager in the United States
family since 1850. It was origin- changed his plea from innocent ple in the nation’s capitol and
wedding
anniversary. Other
to cerebral palsy prevention.
An
improved
Holland
defense
In the second half, Unity
ally purchased June 7, 1850, by to guilty in Ottawa Circuit millions on television and for
and Canada for the Story and
again outreboundedWest Otta- guests included Mrs. Vivian Clark Piano Co., in Grand in the vital third period forced Zwantje Ensing, grandmother of Court Thursday and he will re- bringing such honor to the The award consists of $1,000
Johnson of Douglas, Miss Inez
and a silver plaque.
eight Sailor turnoverscomparwa, hauling down 40 to the Panthe present owner.
turn for sentence May 12. He school, the city and the state.”
Haven, and was previously with
Billings,Mrs. Lillian Bale and
ed
to
a
total
of
five
in
the
enthers 39.
the Wurlitzer Piano Co. He had
The band representedMichiAccordingto Secretary of State was released on his own recogtire first half.
Zommermaand’spersonal Mrs. Richard Jonathas.
also owned a piano company in
gan in the presidential inaugurJames M. Hare, whose depart- nizance.
Mrs.
William Koteruski enGosselar led the Dutch in
wrecking job broke a four year
New York. He was a member
Curtis Me Vickers, 62, Sauga- al parade in Washington in Janment directs the activities of
tered Douglas Community Hosrecord held by Bruce Van Huis,
of the Grand Haven Rotary scoring with 25 points, which the Historical Commission, the tuck, appeared in court on a uary.
Civic
now playing for Hope. The for- pital Tuesday and underwent which he served as president for assured him of the second spot
CenLnnial Farm program in writ of habeus corpus ordered Copies of the resolution were
surgery
on
Wednesday.
mer record was 33 points as
two years and was Rotary dis- in scoring for VCC players, Michigan was establishedin 1948. by Judge Raymond L. Smith, sent to the band, band director,
Van Huis made 12 field goals Mr. and Mrs. Donald Higgs trict governor in 1949 and 50. right behind the scoring leader
Since that time, certificatesand and his sentence of 18 months to school and various community
and nine free throws. In setting and family of Holland, and Mr. He was a member of the Spring De Witt. Glupker did a fine job
The annual banquet of the
metal
markers have been award- southern Michigan prison was leaders in Holland.
the new standard, Zommer- and Mrs. Jerry Higgs and fam- Lake Country Club, the Masonic contributing 23 points, including
Graafschap
Civic Club with
set
aside.
He
was
sentenced
ed to more than 2,500 Michigan
maand made 19 field goals and ily of Saugtuck were Sunday Lodge, the American Legion eight in the final period, while
their husbands was held at the
Dec. 23.
farms.
one free throw. He had quarters dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. and Denta Phi Lamda Frater- De Witt contributed12 points
Christian High School cafeteria
The program is administered
was P^ace(^ on probation
of 10 points, eight, nine and 12. Ralph Higgs. The birthdays of nity. He served during World along with his floor play.
on Wednesday evening.
ref- Dies at
SupportingZommermaand for Mrs. Donald Higgs and Mr. War I as a first lieutenant in
Mona placed four men in under the direction of the Com-i »r ‘wo ^ars’
It was served by the Graafthe Panthers were Scheerhorn Ralptr Higgs were celebrated. the Army Motor Transport double figures led by Randy mission, while markers are pro- lltut,on an? ”USLP?)' ,'00 c<,sts
schap
Christian School Society.
Mrs. EUa Leslie is ill at her Corps.
ZEELAND
Theodore The program
with 20 points and Loncki with
Martinusand Don Prediger with vided by Detroit Edison and Con- °" a7nthiybfls,s- »e
committee was
home.
17, 14 of them coming in the
^fd^as he had Koenes, 74. of 124 South Maple Mr. and Mrs. John H. Koeman
Surviving are the wife, Joan; 16, Don Hoekenga, 14 and Jim sumers Power Companies.
Dennis
Sargent
son
of
Mr.
St.,
Zeeland,
died
at
the
Zeeland
first half. De Good paced Unity
one son, Gordon Jr. of Grand Briggs, 10. Hoekenga was held
According to Hare, a Centen- been ill while in prison.
and Mrs. Marvin Stadt. Mrs.
Community Hospital Friday afwith 26 while Nysse followed and Mrs. Kenneth Sargent has Haven; one daughter Mrs. to 14 points after netting 25 mal Farm is one which has been
Jerry
Arens club president,
received notice to report with
ternoon.
with 23.
i i
William Stiles of Tempe, Ariz.; against the Dutch in the sea- in the continouspossessionof
presided for the evening.
the
March
draftees.
He
was
e
member
of
the
West Ottawa (90)
son’s first encounter.
and four grandchildren.
the same family for 100 years or
North Street Christian Re- Devotions were in charge of
FG FT PF TP Mr. and Mrs. Milton Larsen
, AHolland, after getting off to more. For this purpose, the Hisformed Church and of its Men’s Bob Plaggemars. Reports on tho
2 39 attended the “Travel and AdZommermaand, f 19
/!
a slow start on the boards, out- torical Commission coasiders a
venture”
program
held
at
the
Society. He had been employed progress of grounds develop8
4
20
Scheerhorn,f
1
rebounded the Sailors, 43-36. farm to be 10 or more acres
at the Bennett Lumber and ment at the ball diamonds were
Griswold
Auditorium
in
Alle1
1 17
Loncki, c ..... ... 8
Gosselar led the Dutch with 18 having estimatedsales of more! HUDSONVILLE-DickHoeve,
^UtiThU
presented and Julius Slager
0
1
2 gan, Saturday evening.
Visser, g ..... ... 1
Je°a“ntl'
caroms while Zweering added than $50 yearly, or less than 91, of Zeeland, formerly of
showed slides of his trip to MexThe film “Scotland Afore Ye”
0
1
1
Plaggemars, g .. 0
nine, all of them coming after 10 acres but having estimated Drenttie, died at a Hudsonville
ico and many areas of Canada
was
narrated
in
person
by
the
0
0
2
Klies ..........
the opening period.
sales of $250 annual,
| rest home iate Friday evening.
:
ftis
in and the United States.
6 producer Jonathan Hagar.
2
1
York ..........
Persons owning farms who He was a member of the 1914
The Dutch shot 46 per cent
Those attending were Mr. and
A group of approximately75
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Villwock
0
2
1
Tripp ..... ........ 1
hitting on 35 of 76 attempts wish to apply for Centennial , Drenthe Christian Reformed
Mrs.
Jerry Arens, Mr. and Mrs.
Surviving
are
the
wife,
Josie;
.....
....
..
.....
......
members
and
guests
of
the
0
0
2 and Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Olthoff ........ .. 1
while Mona connected on 29 of F. rm certificatesare asked to Church and was a retired far- one daughter, Mrs. Donald Ken Berens. Mr. and Mrs. Russ
Villwock
spent
the
week
end
Tulip
City
Rock
Club
attended
0
1
1
Van Wieren ...
65 for 45 per cent accuracy. write for an application to Cen- mer.
(Connie) Miller and one son, Al- Goeman, Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Totals ....... . 40 10 9 90 in Aurora, 111. with Mr. and a meeting Wednesday evening Many of the buckets came untennial Farm Program, Michi- 1 Survivingare a sister-in-law, fred both of Holland; three Langejans, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
in
the
Exhibition
Room
of
the
Mrs. Besinger and family.
Unity (78)
derneath in what Holland coach gan Historical Commission. De- Mrs. Engbert Hoove of Drenthe 0grandchildren;
..... ..... . ........
.......
.......
Mrs.
two
brothers
and Plaggemars, Mr.
FG FT PF TP Airman Terry L. M a r r i s, Holland Civic Center.
Don
Piersma
simply
termed,
partment
of
State,
Lansing,
and
several
nieces
and
nephtwo
sisters
all
in
The
Nether- Charles Reimink, Mr. and Mrs.
The speaker of the evening
Schut, f .........
6 son of Mrs. Lawrence E.
“poor defense.”
I'ich.
hands.
Pete Vermeulen, Mr. and Mrs.
2
3 26 Smith of 323 Wilson St., Fenn- was Joe Yaggie. a member of
De Good, [ ....
Holland (81)
Lloyd Vugteveen, Mr. and Mrs.
the
Beacon
Rock
and
Fossil
8
ville,
has
completed
basic
Talsma. c .... .. 4 0 2
FG
FT
PF
TP
Herman
Breuker, Mr. and Mrs.
1
3 23 training at Lackland AFB, Tex- Club of Grand Haven. He had
Nysse, g ......
Glupker, f
11
Clare
Elders,
Mr. and Mrs.
set
up
a
large
table
of
displays
3 as. He has been assigned to
1
1
Masselink,g ..
1
Gosselar, f
11
John Gritter,Mr. and Mrs. Walof
Indian
artifacts
which
he
Grasman ...... .. 1 0 2 2 Lowry AFB, Colo., for training
Zweering,c
3
ter Hoek, Mr. and Mrs. John H.
in
3
3 ui
1
in the
wic auyyij
supply unu.
field. mi
Airman
mail and his family had found —
Bosker
.....
4
ww:
ouuuuuuiiig
mca
aim
6
ALLEGAN — Holland Chris- with nine consecutive points, co-captainsBrower and Tuls Koeman, Mr. end Mrs. Junior
s.urrounding area and he
0
5 Marris is a 1967 graduate
1
Lubbers .......
2
explained
the
various
uses
%
4
tians
basketball team ended inc|U(jjngfour by Steve Baker, sharing scoring honors with 17. Langejans. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Hopkins ....... .. 1 0 0 2 Fennville High School.
Overbeek,g
3
Menken. Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
regular season play Friday by then Allegan hit for four more, Frens carded 14, Bos 12 and
Mrs. Charles Vojvodic and the tools and weapons, etc., Steininger,f
Totals ....... . 36 6 18 78
1
Den Bleyker.
which
were
displayed.
breezing to an easy 78-59 win an(] (he Maroons for six with Bob Haven 10. Morgan topped
Mrs. Archie Welder accompanBoeve, D., c
0
formerly
Also present were Mr. and
0 oyer the Allegan Tigers. The Bos getting four of them. The the Tigers with 16.
ied Mr. and Mrs. Terrance
been
interested in all phases of
Mrs.
William Mokma, Mrs.
Maroons
ended
the
season
with
teams
went
off
the
floor
at
halfThe
Maroons
outrebounded
Costello of Zeeland to Apala35 11 17 81 a 13-5 record, with three of the
rock collecting and lapidary Totals
time
with
Christian enjoyinga their foes 46-31 as Brower came Greta Strabbing, Mrs. Herm
chicola, Fla. where they are
Mona Shores (71)
The new address of Mr. and spending a week with their work but he is now specializlosses coming by a single point.
down with 13 and Frens 12. Arnoldink,Mr. and Mrs. John
FG FT PF TP Christian was short-handed at 43-28 advantage. Tuls scored Christian hit 40 per cent of their Den Bleyker, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Gary Peters (Barbara parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl ing in Indian artifacts and in
eight points in the quarter,
Prediger, f
Vreduin) is route 3, Zeeland.
the findings of Indian mounds.
the guard spots, as starter while the best the Tigers could shots, 30 of 75, on quarters of Howard Hulst, Mr. and Mrs.
Sey forth.
Briggs,
f
The Children’s Choir of the
He was give special permisBruce Klaasen and Steve Van- get was four from Cook and 8-15, 9-27, 10-21 and 3-12, while Harold Knoll Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Pfc. Donald Heigle and
Third ChristianReformed
sion to observe and photograph Hoekenga, c
der
Ploeg missed the contest Shafer
Allegan made 24 of 77 attempts,Grad Knoll, Mr. and Mrs. Julius
Spec-4 Larry Bright spent the
Melrose, g
Ci .irch furnished the special
Slager, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
the excavating operations at the
8
due
to illness. Dennis Bos was
week end with their parents
The two centers, Brower and
music on Sunday morning.
Norton Indian Mounds, located Martinus, g
Tucker, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
16 inserted into the starting lineup,
from their Army base at Ft.
Bill Morgan, put on a scoring 0 ^ 7’ 14, 5' 8 an(* 8'28,
The Post High group of Third
Wmdemuller, Mr. and Mrs.
near Grandvilleand presented Christiansen,g
7 and did an excellent job. scorHolland Christian (78)
Hood, Texas.
duel in the third quarter, with
Christian Reformed Church met
the slides to club members.
Warner Alofs, Mr. and Mrs.
ing 12 points on four baskets
FG
FT
PF
TP
The executive board of the
Brower recording nine and uolron
. ' „
at the home of the Rev. and
He said this area was occupied Totals
Don Blaauw, Mr. and Mrs.
four straight free throws.
Pearl W. S. C. S. was held at
Morgan
eight
points.
Christian
^e’
J
.........
:•
?
Mrs. Eugene Los after the Sunby the Hopewell Indians and
Howard Busscher,Mr. and Mrs.
He also played a good defensive
the church Monday evening.
continued to pull away from
’ 1 ........ J
that the name was given them Surprise Birthday Party
Jim Genzink, Mr. and Mrs. Arday morning service.
game.
The
regular meeting was held
Tigers,
taking
a
20-point
lead
Br0wer'
c ....... 7
nold Genzink, Mr. and Mrs.
Used Bibles are now being
because the first place they Given forF. Thompson
The Maroons broke an 8-8 tie,
Tuls, g .......... 5
Wednesday evening. Mrs. Lu- have been located was at a
on a Dick Frens basket and free
John H. Hoving, Mr. and Mrs.
collected by local members of
the fourth and last tie ot the
Bos. g ........... 4
throw, 50-30, with less than two
the Women’s division of the ther Jones was the program farm owned by a family named
Herm Menken, Mr. and Mrs.
A surprise birthday dinner game, when Dan Brower conBaker .......... 3
chairman. Mrs. Richard Barnes Hopewell.
Dave Schripsema, Mr. and
World Home Bible League. The
party was given Wednesday nected on a field goal with 3:95 minutes gone «n the third Wiersma ........ 1
served refreshments.
Mrs. Marvin Stadt.
Bibles are mended when necesThe Norton Indiah Mounds evening in honor of Francis E. on the clock in the opening period. The closest Allegan Manting .......... o
Miss Jody Morehead, daugh- contained 14 skeletons,estimatcame
after that was an 18 point
Guests for the evening were
sary and then distributed.
Thompson who left Thursday period. They went on to a 20-14
athletic
committee members
John C. Curnich, Plant Mana- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam ed to be approximately 2,000 for Great Lakes Naval Base margin at the end of the quar- deficit. After three periods the
Totals ........ 30 18 14 78
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Busscher
ger for Mead Johnson, present- Morehead has been named to years old, plus a large number where he is taking nis basic ter. All five of Christians start- Maroons were out of reach,
Allegan
(59)
66-41.
and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Volkers.
ed four employees with awards the scholastic honors list for of personal belongings.It is training.
ers scored at least three points
the
1969
fall
semester
at
Cenfor completing25 year’s of emexpectedthat these will be disThe party was given by Mr. in the period, while Marc Cook ;lr°r
J. Morgan, f ....^ "o
"o
ployment with the company. tral Michigan University.
played at the Grand Rapids Thompson’s wife. Diana, at the collected six of Allegan’s total. give the winners their largest Cook, f ..........
2 13 Faces LSD Count
Mrs. Priscilla Wells cele- Museum at a future date.
Gold watches were given to Arhome of her parents, Mr. and
The second quarter saw each lead of the game, 72-43 with six B. Morgan, c .....
2 16 GRAND HAVEN-City police
lene Johnson, John Hitt, Laveme brated her 96th birthday anniAccompanying Mr. Yaggie Mrs. Roger Nicol of route 1. team score by spurts, as the minutes left in the game. Much Mclntire. g ......
4 took into custody at 7:08 a.m.
versary Feb. 9. Her family Mr. were his wife and his mother,
Henry and Reo Brewer.
Movies were shown after the Maroons tallied the first three of the final quarter was plaved Shafer, g .......
8 today Armin Berg, 21, at his
I Cal Fleser was the chairman and Mrs. Clarence Miller and Mrs. Ida Yaggie, who also has dinner.
buckets, two by Art Tuls, who by S.Udstit^ 83
costi« Heckman'
home on Columbus St., on a
of the Church Brigade Organi- Mrs. Jake Jacobsen of Olive an extensive collection of Indian
Invited guests were Judy played his usual fine game, emptied their benches. The Hover
warrant issued out of Grand
Center,
and
a
niece,
Mrs.
Maroons
were
leading
76-51
with
Bujst
zation which was in charge of
relics.
Nicol, Mr. and Mrs. Robert and Christian opened up a 26-14
Rapids charging him with posthe Sunday evening servece of Bernice Berryman of Graaf- Paul De Kok presidedat the Nicol and Sherril, Mr. and lead. However, the Tigers, pac- three and a half minutes left, f.jbson
session ot LSD Berg was stopthe First Baptist Church. The schap called on her at the business meeting preceding the Mrs. Lewis Newberry and Dale, ed by guard Jim Shafer, scored but managed only a basket by Mpivin
ped for a traffic violation by
Medical
Facility
in
Allegan.
Bob
Wiersma
after
that,
while
jj0vej0y
Rev. Dick Detrich of Grand
program and Chet Smith intro- Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Carnes the next eight points, putting
Kent
county officersrecently
Mrs. Al. Schofield was trans- duced the speaker. Hostesses and Tim, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene them right back in the game, Allegan scored eight points. Andrus*
Rapids, director of the Christian
and
some
pills were found in
Service Brigade Central Divi- ferred from Allegan Health for the evening were Mrs. John Berson and Judy and Ruth Ort- trailing only 26-22. Christian, All five of Christian’s starthis possession. He was releassion, was the guest speaker.
Center to Borgess jHospital in Kingshottand Mrs. Carl Todd. man.
not to be denied, came back ers were in double figures,with Totals
24 11 20 59 ed pending analysis of the pills.
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Hewitt Funeral

Engaged

'New Look'

Education

in

Rites Are Held

Makes Junior
Ski Squad

i

LUTSEN, Minn. — Rick Van
Tongeren, 16, of Holland qualified for the junior national team

of the United States Ski Association with his performance in
the USSA Alpine championship
races here during the weekend

Club

old to Century

T

Funeral services will be held
Wednesday in South Bend, Jnd.,
for George Kenneth Hewitt, 67,
of 1722 Waukazoo Dr., Holland,
who died Saturday in Sarasota,
Fla., after an illness of six
weeks.
A native of South Bend, Hewitt retired in 1963 after 44
ears with the Michigan Bell
’elephone Co. He was a mem-

A lively new look at educa- constantly adjust curriculum|b
tion was given to Century Club each student’s individual rate
members at their meeting Mon- of growth and learning.
day night at the Warm Friend
Dr. Crawford paid great triHotel. Dr. Claud Crawford, prin- bute to the Hope College stucipal of the Douglas Elemen- dents of education who are astal School and professorof sociate teachers at the Douglas
Education at Hope College, was Elementary School.
said
the speaker and he enthusiasti- they have accepted the concept

He

i

cally presented the case for the of the child-centered education

non-gradedschool.

and their contribution has been

“Should We Abolish Grades
In the Public Schools?”was
the title of his speech and it
seems that in his school Dr.
Crawford has for two years
abolished “grades” and grading or marking.

“fantastic.”

In answer to the question
whether he is preparing teachers for public school education,

Dr. Crawford said he does not
want to prepare teachers to
exist happily in public schools

Actually, he said, he prefers as they exist today.

Miss PhyllisArlene Van Dyke

to call the Douglas experiment He said, he feels that the
“multipleage grouping” rath- multi-agegrouping concept of
er than a non-graded program educationLs the nearest thing
because the school teaches dif- to “Christian education” for it
ferent ages on different levels teaches’ children to help each
within the same classroom.
other, older “slower” readers
Dr. Crawford pointed out that help younger “slower” readthere were only three basic ers and both improve by so

Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van
Dyke, 3322 44th

St.,

HamUton,

announce the engagement

of

their daughter, Phyllis Arlene,
to Roger

Gene

Walters, son of

Mr. and Mrs. Syrene Walters

of

child needs in education and doing, he said. It substitutes
that the non-graded or multiple- motivationto learn as against
age grouping concept tried to the philosophy that school must
meet these needs: a positive be “drudgery or work.”
self • concept, communication
An extended period of quesskills,and investigative skills.
tions and answers followed the
No definite“content”has to be talk and many different views
covered by the teacher in this on education were exchanged by
type of school. Emphasis is put
•members.
on “self • initiated”learning.
Mrs. Clarence Becker, presiContrasting the traditional
dent of Century Club, presided.
school’s atmosphere of “clean
The new slate of officers was
children sitting quietly in a

route 1, Hamilton.

An

Oct. 22 wedding is being

planned.

PLAN EUROPEAN TOUR -

This group of
four West Ottawa High School students is
shown with Mrs. Alice Marie Kragt, their
teacher, as they make plans for their
European study tour this summer. Shown

Classes in Athens,

here (left to right) are Linda Laarman, Bill
Kuiper, Mrs. Kragt, JenniferJohnson and
Marcia Jacobusse. Also in the group will be
Sue Krumm from Holland High and Regan
Benson from Spring Lake.

Rome

Boasts

Two Men

On USS Hornet

teacher of Latin and Eng- students on a six-week Eurolish at West Ottawa High School
will jet across the Atlantic
this summer with a group of
students to attend classes in
Greece and Italy.
Mrs. Alice Marie Kragt, 664 instruction will be by Euro- USS Hornet 1116 coa5t
Vietnam.
Tennis St., has been appointed
pean University staffs - her
by the American Institute of role as AIFS chaperone will be Radio Seaman Douglas R.
Foreign Study (AIFS) to chapStorey, USN, took his basic
to act as combinationguardian
erone a group of high school
advisor and friend. She has
scheduled a number of meetings before they leave to prepare the students for the ex!

G. Kenneth Hewitt

Rick Van Tongeren
. headed for Alaska

.

ber of the Telephone Pioneers
of America and a member of

As a result, Van Tongeren

Storey Family

For Students From Area
A

.

Unity Lodge F. and A.M.

along with 10 other boys and
seven girls will representthe
Central Division at the USSA
Junior National Championships
at Mount Alyeska near Anchorage, Alaska March 16 to 22.
Van Tongeren qualifiedfor the
junior national team by finishing
sixth in the downhill, eighth in.
the slalom and eleventh in the
giant slalom in the Class A com-

Survivingare the wife, Josephine; a son, Harold of Jackpresented by Dr. William
son; two grandsons and two clean, unclutteredclassroom,”Arendshorst,chairman of the
Dr. Crawford said “in the multigreet grandchildren.
age grouping school, children nominating committee. Serving
are urged to move around, sit with him were Mrs. John Donnelly and Paul Winchester.
in small corners for discussion
J.
Guests introduced to the
and to use audio-visual,motormembers
were Dr. and Mrs.
ized
tools.
He
said
there
was
a
Dies at
great need for more of these David Meyer.

Mrs.

Rick’s younger brother, Steve,
10, also turned in a fine perofrmance in the Class D, (11
years old and younger) competition at Lutsen. The younger

.TO»-siS=a‘s-Sj

Area Students

Named

to

perience.

Hope

The AIFS is an

association
of teachers and students founded to meet the growing demand

Dean's List

Women

list were

Oosterhof,
Michael Oonk, Kathryn Notier,

Carol Mouw, Michael T. Fogg,
Robert Pott, Mary K. Vanreken,
Mary Ann Wierks, Delwyn J.
Kleis, Judith
Overbeek,

L.

-

.

.....

&

tools in his school for the ele-

following a short illness.

What about the “staff” or the
Christine Van Raalte
teachers under this type of
system? Dr. Crawford said that Chapter Tours Home
in his school teachers are not
threatened with “firing,” pro- The Christine Van Raalte
fessional stature is encouraged Chapter of Questors held their
and that Douglas is the only February meeting at the home
of Mrs. Will Scott on Monday
school in the United States that

m JS

•

The next meeting of the club
mentary age school child need- will be a dinner meeting on
ed to learn by touch and use of April 7.
his physical skills.

An August

wedding

- LET

THESE EXPERTS HELP YOU

—
—

INDUSTRIAL

RESIDENTIAL

•

HEAVY SHEET METAL

•

AIR CONDITIONING
DUCTS

•

HELI-ARC WELDING

the

Pbilathea Class

Dinner Meet
Features

Review

According to Mrs.

Rome
Kragt,

—

TECUMSEH WISCONSIN

LAWSON

and

CLINTON

JACOBSEN CUSHMAN

HEATING

BRIGGS-STRATTON
Miss Janice Lynn

HOLLAND

Morren

Mr. and Mrs. David Morren

SHEET METAL

INC.

KEYS

PHONE 392-3394

of Moline announce the'engagement of their daughter,Janice

82 East 8th

Lynn, to James R. Langeland,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Langeland of 324 East 16th St.

Mr. Langeland attended Calvin College and was graduated
from Wayne State University.

Prompt, Guaranteed Servica

LOCKS REPAIRED

AND

19 E. 6th

BONDED LOCKSMITH

St.

WANT SOFT
WATER?
CALL

MADE

SAY

BODY SHOP

PLUMBING & HEATING

\SPEC1AUS1SQ

Thia seal means

are dealing
with an ethical
Plumber

who

BUMP SHOP

is

efficient,reliable

y Quality Workmanship
t BUMPING
• REFINISHING
• BODYWORK

and dependable.

COMPLETE PLUMBING
and HEATING SERVICE

Zeeland Hospital births inPHONE 772-6471
RENTAL-HOME OWNED
COMMERCIAL

Feen- clude a son, Frank Jr., born
stra of Quincy St., Hudsonville, Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Frank

NW,

304

Mr. ?nd Mrs. Bernard Baker
of 171 Aniline Ave., announce
the engagement of their daughter, Vivian, to Henry Klein,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Klein of route 2, Hamilton.
A fall wedding is being plan-

Only Two Register

committee, Mrs. Edward
van gave a delightfulreview of
the book “What So Proudly We
Hail,1' by Mayme Krythe. The
book developed the origin of
the National Anthem, the history of the American Flag and
backgrounds of famous presi-

Industry

tales,

service

HAROLD

industrialluppliei.

ROOFING

LANGEJANS

UjljEjJ

• ROOFING
t

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

PUMPS

and HOME BUILDER

EAVES TROUGHING

• SIDING

HAMILTON

Your loci I Roofer*

Mfg. & Supply Co.

• REMODELING
• STOREFRONTS
• CEMENT WORK

For Over 50 Yeer*

We

St.

Commercial- Residential

Water I* Our Butinas*

•

Ph 392-3826

783 Chicago Drive

Keep Hollend Dry

396-4693

No Job Too Urge

or Too Small

St.

Ph. 1924988

38 W. 34th

For April Election

Only two persons registered
with the city clerk’s office
Saturday for the April 7 city
election. The office was open
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday is
the final day for registration
and the office will be open from

dents.

Speaker for the next meeting
on March 25 will be Hugh
Rowell.

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

^

ROOFING

charter amendmentsas well as
voting a mayor, councilmen for

family pets. Whether it

mink or a ferret,
the children’smother, Mrs. Amy Kramer, had
no idea where it may have come from; however, it may be someone’s pot since it is so
friendly. While the children are having fun
with their golden yellow toned find, they are
seeking it’s
(Sentinel photo)
is' a

ALUMINUM

owner.

and one

m.

councilman-at-large.

dates.

Donald D.

Oosterbaan,

present councilman-at-large, is
running for the third ward post.

HOLLAND
READY ROOFING
Phon. 392-9051
12)

-

Decorating

0 COMMCftCIAL
• RESIDENTIAL
Brush, Spray, Airless

SIDING

the first, third and fifth wards,

The only race is for councilmanat-large with Charles Keefer
and Elmer Wissink as candi-

JOHN STERK
Painting

The April election lists seven

Births in Holland Hospital on

include a daughter, LOVE THAT MINK? MAYBE NOT! - Corine
Carmen Marissa, born to Mr.
Kramer holds a soft, furry creature that reand Mrs. Manuel Cuba, 147%
sembles a mink but may really be a ferret
Central Ave.; a son, Thomas
while her brother Carl and sister Debra look
David, born to Mr. and Mrs.
on. They spotted it near a snowbank in their
Thomas Connolly, 8% West driveway at 602 CrescentDr. Saturday after17th St.
noon and it was cornered by two dogs, Kramer

irrigation,

29 E. 6th

her
Doni-

®HONE 896-2361

and repeirt.Uwnand Farm

ned.

by Mrs. Ray Swank and

US-31 and E. 8th St.

Ph. 392-9647

Home — Firm —
Pump*, motor,

Vivian Baker

the blight in our lives and add
a new dimension to our faith.”
Following the dinner served

Lincoln

BARBER FORD

WATER WELLS

MODI

believe in the future, clean out

R. E.

Residential• Commercial

there are a few openings in her their daughter, Barbara Mae, to Grand Rapids; a son, Randy
group, and interested students John Klaasen, son of Mr. and Keith, born today to Mr. and
or their parents should contact Mrs. Andrew Klaasen of Grand Mrs. Charles Scott, 9815 48th
Rapids.
Ave., Jenison.
^er *or *urtber information

Devotions were led by Mrs.
Claude Lamoreaux on a theme
from Dr. Norman Vincent
Peale’s “Challenge for 1969,—

392-9728

^ you

Mr. and Mrs. Leland

Salisbury, 0-2638 Winans

Ph.

"Dependable"

“

announce the engagement of

Si

FREE ESTIMATES

REIMINK'S

'

Engaged to John Klaasen

INC.

AIR CONDITIONING

MAKES

SERVICE FOR ALL

EVES TROUGHING
and GUTTERS

Spring Rally will be held

About 60 members and guests
attended a dinner meeting of
the Philathea Class of First
United MethodistChurch Tuesday evening in the social room.

Monday

„

DIV. OF RELIABLE

•

prayer service will be held at
the March 27 meeting. Mrs.
Melvin Hahn reportedthat the

i ,11;/

PEERBOLFS

202 E.8th St.

Zuithoff.

part for the U S. from
on Aug. 29.

-

WORK

It was announced that the
mite box dedication and a

LWML

ENGINE and
MOWER SERVICE

COMMERCIAL

1

maat.

Kleinhksel.

SERVICE DIRECTORY

cause.

M.

antj architecture. They will de-

Hostesses for the evening
were Mrs. Kent Thompson, Mrs.
F. J. Palacek and Mrs. John

is

The treasurer’sreport indicated that the Japanese church
project is climbingsteadily and
activities for its benefit are
knitting lessons for beginners
by Miss Owilla Armbruster and
a Bible class on Friday evenings entitled “A Walk with
Christ.” The group also voted
to donate the offering to the

Radi»

and Frederick Schut-

display of flow blue china.

planned.

April 13 in Greenville with registration
to begin at 2:30 p.m.
Paula Frissel, David Folkert,
The Rev. Donald McClean will
Robert Branch, Lois E. Branch,
w5fei„ndudr,ikif,SPinaf 1
" *»*'« a-rey
be the speaker.
Charles Bibart, David Stearns,
Delos, reputed birthplace of training at Great Lakes, 111.,
Mrs. , Robert Zigler, Mrs.
Alan C. Jones, Susan M. Kuiper,
Apollo and Diana, Mykonos, and two months as radioman in Hahn, Miss Armbruster, Mrs.
Jeffrey Green, Jack Waber,
Rhodes, Crete, where they wi” Bainbridge,Md., before going Richard Vande Paane and Miss
Alan Verschure, Bruce Van
visit the ruins of King Minos’s to Long Beach, Calif, in Sep- Gertrude Ede recently attended
Huis, Kenneth Nienhuis,Leslie
Palace at Knossos and Santorini tember, 1968. He is a 1967 a Lenten Breakfastat RedeemHerbig, James Marcus,
- where they will take a donkey graduate of West Ottawa High er Church, Grand Rapids. The
John Leenhouts, Glenn Kuipers,
ride to the summit of the is- School,
Rev. James Schroeder was
John Kline, David Havinga,
Dale Grit, Donna L. Brown, land for a view of the Aegean j Seaman Monte Storey, USN, speaker.
from a differentperspective. also took his basic training at
Miss Paulette Sherrillgave a
Virginia I. Lay, Edward Dobbin,
Jack DeZwaan, Timothy CranP,iraeus’ Great Lakes, 111., and after slide presentationon her exdaU, and Sally Jo
h° ,COn' comPleting his basic went to perience in Japan last summer
Remainine area students on
, ^mmer schoo m Ung Beach, Calif.,in Decern- while in the Youth for Understanding Program and displayed
mementoes of her trip.
fe
* “
Lynda CrandaU, Russell Bon- English, by professors of
Refreshments were served by
nema. Lance Banninga, Susan Societa Dante Alighieri,on anthe Lydia Circle.
Bosman, Richard G. Vander- cjent Roman civilization, art Miss Barbara Feenstra

Broek

During a tour of Mrs. Scott’s
home, members enjoyed seeing
her antiques, furnishings and a

evening.

given in English by Greek professors from the Hellenic-American Union on ancient Greek
history, art, and architecture.
At the conclusion of the three
week course in Athens, Mrs.
Kragt and her group will board
a yacht in Piraeus Harbor for
a three day cruise of the

1

evening.

School of Dentistry.

Mrs. Peter Kromann accompanied the singing and led devotions based on a current
version of the Good Samaritan
at a meeting of the Zion Lutheran Church Woman Thursday

Nancy Walcott, and Lois Ten

Ruth

Hold

Regular Meet

Emmo

Steketee,

competition.

Zion Church

Mrs. Kragt and her students
will leave by jet from John F.
link. Anita D. Kollen, Adelheid
Holthuis, Mark A. Vandort, Kennedy International Airport
Gerald L. Swieringa, Robert W. in New York on July 23 for
Rome. After two days of sightSikkel, John R. Kuiper, Leo
Murray, Kenneth Mol, Constance seeing in the Eternal City,
Fennema,
Oltmanns, they will continue by jet to
Mary E. Ponstein, Glenn Kruit- Athens.
In Athens, Mrs. Kragt and
hof, Kenneth Austin, Colleen
Werley, Thomas Working, Carol her studentswill live within
Wilterdink,Wendell Wierenga, walking distance of the Acropolis. They will attend courses,
Others named to the

A

16 states.

Barkman, Wendy L. Winship,
Mary E. Mouw, Dawn L. Vol-

Paul

The Van Tongeren boys are
the sons of Mr. and Mrs. Del
Van Tongeren,of 702 Park Ave.
Mike Porcarelli of Wakefield,
Mich., won all three events in
The Central Division includes

Area students named to the
Dean’s List for the first semester of the 1968-69 academic year
at Hope College are Rose E.
Krumm, Joyce Miyamoto. FaAmong students from this
ber, James Hosta, Myrtle L.
area
who are planning to go
Forsten, Kathleen Vander Leek,
Robert F. Klaasen, Irene S. Tin- with Mrs. Kragt are Marcia
Jacobusse. Jennifer Johnson,
holt, Stanley Y. Yonker.
William Kuiper, and Linda
Also named were Helena Laarman from West Ottawa;
Post, Chloe J. Swart, Ronald
Sue Krumm from Holland High
M. Franklyn,Robert B. Miller, and Regan Claire Benson from
Timothy Hillegonds, David A. Spring Lake.

Hoor.

sla-

.

GRAND RAPfDS— Mrs. John
E. (Margaret) Holstege, 54, of
Rusk, died Thursday afternoon
at ButterworthHospital here

Surviving besides the husband
are one daughter,Mrs. Justin
Miss Bonnie Jean Boven
(Shirley) Berens of Bauer; six
Mr. and Mrs. John Boven of sons, Alvin and Gordon of Zee118 Knapp St., Grand Rapids, land, Edwin, Arlyn, Jerry and
announce the engagement of Ronald all of Rusk; 15 grandtheir daughter, Bonnie Jean, to children; her parents, Mr. and gives teachers one day a week
Thomas Huisman, son of Mi. Mrs. Edward HassevoortSr. of for professionalgrowth — readand Mrs. Donald Huisman of North Blendon; eight brothers ing, discussion, creativework,
14173 Essenburg Dr., Holland. and seven sisters.
apart from teaching.He conceded that in this freer school
Miss Boven will be a June
A son was born Monday to Mr. atmosphere, a greater burden
graduate from Grand Rapids
and Mrs. Charles Dreyer, 609 is put on the teacher for he can
Junior College.
Bay Ave., Holland, in Zeeland not rely on teaching the same
Mr. Huisman is a student at
CommunityHospital.
thing year after year and must
the University of Michigan

l

sla-

lom.

the Class

for serious programs combining study and travel in Europe
at the lowest practical cost.
Headquarters for AIFS are in
Greenwich, Conn.

finished fifth in

the downhill, sixth in the
low and tenth in the giant

Holstege

Age 54

petition at Lutsen.

Van Tongeren

of

Holland.

HOWARD AVE.

Spray Painting and Hot
Lacquer Wood Finishing

PROMPT SERVICE
^0 Years Experience

068

So. Shore Dr.

at vraafschap Rd.

